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Made a Great Address at It Took Less Than a Minute Government Supplies Ex- House Grants Subsidy to AH State Republican Convention Impression In Some Quarters Police Took
Thirty of 1,000
For House to Pass On
Dedication of Columbia
hausted and Sufferers
Roads Used In Rural
Instructs Delegates For
I hat a Monopoly Exists
Rifles Sent to Threatened
Contest
Face Starvation
Free Delivery
Country Club
In New Mexico
President
Americans
I

FREE TRADE THAT WOULD HURT

REPORTS ST.

COMMITTEE

mills

IS

THREATENED

WOULD

Southern Federal Judicial District Is to Have Two
Headquarters-

Representatives Working Hard Lowlands Which Shed Water
to Dispose of Accumulated
Only Last Week Are Again
Business.
Inundated

Special to the Xew Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 30 Hon.
T. B. Catron, United States Senator
from Xew Mexico, was the guest o
honor and made a long, felicitous address at the opening of the fine
of the Columbia Country Club
at Chevy Chase, Maryland, the fashionable suburban residence
district
just across the District of Columbia
line. An elaborate program was giv-en of which Mr. Catron's speech was
the feature. He told of New Mexico's
fight for sixty years to obtain statehood and was frequently interrupted
by outbursts of applause. At the conclusion, he was warmly congratulated
by those present, who included many
society ladies. W. A. Bayer, several
officers of the club and Ira M. Bond,
the New Mexican correspondent, were
designated as an escort to Senator
l
Catron during the evening. The
male quartet of Sweden, gave a
With refreshdelightful
program.
ments, games, music and dancing the
christening night of the Columbia
Country Club was proclaimed a great
success.
Would Ruin New Mexico,
A few of the bills amending several
of the schedules of the tariff law, will
probably pass at this session. But the
finance committee of which Senator
Boies Penrose is chairman, has reported adversely and is working hard to
prevent the passage of any measure
tor free wool, fiee livestock,
free
coal, free zinc and some other commodities, that would spell ruin to important New Mexico industries, if they
became law.
Two Federal Districts.
Representative Curry has introduced
in the House the bill that Senator Fall
presented in the Senate, to create a
second federal judicial district in New
Mexico.
The bill provides that the
headquarters of the northern district
shall be at Santa Fe and shall comprise the counties of Santa Fe, San
Miguel, San Juan, Sandoval, Rio Arriba, McKinley, Bernalillo, Valencia,
Torrance, Guadalupe, Mora, Union,
Colfax and'' Taos. Court for the southern district shall be held at Las Cru-ce- s
and Roswell
but headquarters
shall be at Las Cruces with a deputy
The
clerk permanently at Roswell,
October and April terms of the court
shall be held at Las Cruces and the
June term at Roswell and such other
terms at the same place as the presiding judge may direct. The following counties are to be in the southern
district: Socorro, Sierra, Grant, Dona
Ana. Luna, Otero, Lincoln, Chaves,
Eddy, Roosevelt, Curry and Quay, and
that for causes arising within the
counties of Curry, Quay, Roosevelt,
Chaves and Eddy, juries shall be summoned within said counties and process shall be returnable to Roswell,
while for the other counties, the'trials
shall be held at Las Cruces.

The House set a new record in disposing of legislation this afternoon. It
decided the Martinez-Lopecontest
case in record time in favor of Lopez.
It passed one Senate Bill and several
House bills in the time that it takes
to call the roll and announce the
recommitted several measures,
sot the Medical Bill on the calendar
for tomorrow, received a large number
of committee reports, petitions and
bills and in committee of the whole
considered the Uniform Child Labor
Bill by Burg, a complete and lengthy
code covering the entire subject in
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Salary

Bill Introduced

Baca.

by

Speaker

Section 1, of the County Salary Bill
introduced by Speaker Baca this afternoon, divides counties into four
classes: Class 1, with assessed valuation above 3,o0i),000'; Class 2, with
assessment of $2,250,000 to $3,500,000;
Class 3, with assessment of $1,500,000
to $2,250,000; Class 4, with less than
$1,500,000.

Section 2, provides that the assessed valuation for 1911 shall be the salary basis until January 1, 1914. Thereafter the state auditor shall classify
the counties on December 1, each two
"

years.
Section

provides for the creation
of a salary fund, into which all fees,
etc., and 8 per cent of all tax collections shall go.
Section 5, provides that the county
commissioners shall pay all salaries
quarterly. If the salary fund is insufficient, then deficiencies shall be
paid out of the general county funds.
In counties of the first class, the
salaries shall be: County commissioners, $900; sheriff, $5,000; county
clerks, $4,500; school superintendent,
$2,500; probate judge, $1,000; asses4,

sor

$3,500; treasurer, $4,500;
$350 per annum.

surveyor

The county clerk is to h'ive $1,500
per annum for an assistant acting as
district clerk; the sheriff $1.500. for,
chief deputy; $1,000 for a second deputy; $900 for a guard; $900 for jailor;
$720 for assistant jailer; $900 for general expenses fund 75 cents a day for
feeding the first ten prisoners; 50
cents a day for each prisoner above
-

ten. The sheriff shall also be reimbursed for all expense incurred in
transporting prisoners or insane peri
sons,
In counties of the second class, the
salaries shall be: County commissioners $800; sheriff, $4,000; county clerk,
$4,000; and $1,200 for deputy; superintendent, $2,000; probate judge, $900;

assessor,

$3,000;
treasurer, $4,000;
surveyor, $300; deputy sheriff, $1,200;
second deputy,- 800; jailer, $720; assistant jailer, $600; general sheriff's

the
expenses, $G00 and allowances
same as in the first class.
In counties of the third class, the
salaries shall be: County commissioners, $700; sheriff,. $3,500; county clerk
superintendent, $1,500; probate judge, $800; assessor, $2,500;
treasurer, $3,500; surveyor, $250; deputy clerk, $1,000; chief deputy sheriff,
$900; jailer, $600; general sheriff's expense fund, $360; and the same al$3,500;

15 WITNESS

.Managing Director of White lowance
for jail prisoners and
- Star Says Own Messages
portation expenses as in other

Were Delayed

HEARS

INVESTIGATION

END

Suit For Damages Against the
ShipOwners Begins In
Admiralty Court.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, April 30. The

Senate investigation into the wreck
oi the Titanic entered its final stages
today. J. Bruce Ismay, managing director of the International Mercantile
Marine, owners of the lost liner, was
recalled to the witness stand and put
through a last searching examination
by Senator Smith.
Mr. Ismay indignantly denied that
lie or any representative of his comthe
pany had attempted to
Titanic between the time she went
down and the hour the real news of
the disaster became public. He asserted that a wireless message which
Franklin
he directed to
from the Carpathia on Monday morning April 15, did not reach that official
until Wednesday, the 17th.
Titanic Not a Speed Boat.
Mr. Ismay said the Titanic was not
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THE PRESS INVITED.
Roswell, N. M., April 29, 1912.
Paul A. F. Walter, Santa Fe,
N. M.
You and

X
X
X
S

other pushers are
invited to attend court house SS
opening Thursday night. Will X
be fine time to confer on Santa it
Auto Road. All Al- delegation will be
here until Saturday morning,
J. W. STOCKARD.
buquerque

jtitxitititsitxitjtitsititjt
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it
it
it
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire ts New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Torras, La., April 30. Narratives of
Concord, X. H., April 30. The state
destitution and distress reached TorSenate.
Republican convention today elected
vas today from the flooded country
In session 2 p. m.
delegates to the Chicago convention
to the north. Hundreds of families A
con- - V
Titanic investigation
favoring the rcnomination of Presiare homeless, as every farm and plan - jV tinned. Managing Director Is- - V dent Taft and instructed
them to vote
tation in the upper Torras district isj
may of International Merean- for him until released.
under water.
tile Marine being examined.
Conditions in CataA clause in the platform presented
houla parish were reported desperate.
House.
to the convention instructing the delMet at noon.
Only about 10 per cent of the total,
egates not to vote for Colonel Roosearea of the parish is above water.
Resumed
of
consideration
under any circumstances was
velt
bill
Thirty families are reported mai'oon-epostoffice
appropriation
stricken out after a heated debate.
and destitute thirty miles below
with intention of voting upon it
The convention adjourned.
Melville. An attempt will be made to
before adjournment.
Taft Forces Control
feet supplies to them today.
Concorn, N. H., April 30 When the
House Aids Good Roads.
Telegraph Drowned Out.
Aew Hampshire Republican state conWashington, D. C, April 30. The vention for the selection
Telegraph offices at Morville, Jef
of four deleHouse
aided
.the national good5
today
fries, Fish Pond and Black Hawk on
to the national conven
gates at
the Texas and Pacific railroad have roads movement by passing a provi-- ; tion at large
Chicago, assembled here today
gone out of commission. Before leav- sion in the postoffice appropriation the Taft forces were in
control. The
bill
a
to
which
would
alii
grant
the
at
subsidy
Morville reported:
ing
operator
Roosevelt element offered no opposiin
delivused
the
rural
free
"Water up to my instruments; have highways
tion to the organization of the conto quit. Off to the hills."
ery mail service. These roads would
be divided in three classes with sub- vention as planned by the other side.
St. Louis Again Threatened.
sidiaries of $25, $20 and $15 a mile. It but it was understood that a stubborn
St. Louis, Mo., April 30. The Mis- is
estimated the cost the first year! fight would be made on the question
sissippi river passed the danger mark would be $16,000,000 to $18,000,000.
of instructing the delegates at large
here this morning, the gauge registerto vote for Taft. Constructed dele- Amendment to Constitution.
s
of
ing 30.3 feet, a rise of
D. C, April 30. Rep- gations have been in the rule in Xew
Washington,
a foot since last night and 2.2 feet in
resentative Clayton of Alabama, chair- Hampshire Republican history.
24 hours.
The rise was caused
by man of the judiciary committee inPlanks in Platform.
in
rains
Missouri.
heavy
Hermann, troduced a House joint resolution toThe platform as adopted included
Missouri, reported the Missouri sta- day to provide an amendment to the these
planks: ."We repudiate any as- tionary after a rise of three feet in constitution fixing the term of office persion of the government
administer-- ;
twenty-fou- r
hours.
of President of the United States at ed under the Republican party as ca- Rises.
Mississippi Again
six years and making him ineligible tering to any special or privileged
Cairo, 111., April 30. The Mississippi; for
second term.
classes. At the same time we de-river has again passed the flood stage
Fviust Print Stockholders.1 nounce those doctrines
Newspapers
of anarchy
i
tn. hiio iJuuiL mm w titei la uuwiug
Washington, D. C. April 30. The and socialism that would deprive any
lowlands which only last week shed Brnhart bi t0 compe, all
newspapers, man of reaping the just rewards of
the waters of the most disastrous magazinP8
,he his efforts to improve his condition,
an( 1)e,.,odloa,8 to
flood within local memory.
names of their managing editors, own- The drainage distnet north of here rg an(J a
"Subversive Doctrines'" Named.
Btockholdm was attaph(1(i
"We protest against associating the
is under four feet ot water The nver tQ Ule
tofflPe appl.opria,ion bill in
6u6c
tn such perilous and subversive dogmas'
ij.u itri. me
the House today. Tt... n'ac
,. .... nmziTiilori
sue hperilous and subversive dogmas
supplies turnisnect Dy tne state ' lllJlkfl this nhllVritnrv
naici:i,Qiu.,.D.
'
J
Jl.t,ll...i.J jra- - .,..
nuuu iciugcco wie uirmiumtu
as the initiative, referendum and the
,
.f
amend-The
j
terday and the commissary was closed, ment wa8
tQ by vote of 72 to recall of judges, or their decisions, by
&gr
with the announcement that no more 32.
popular votes in the heat of partisan
food would be furnished.
feeling."
Most of the members of 438 famiThe instructions were voted, ac
SOCIALIST MAYOR OF
lies which were fed were residents of
BERKELEY FOR PRESIDENT. cording to the pkitform "in view of,
the drainage district and many of
the emphatic and unequivocal ex p res- them have btn forced to again abansion' of the Fe.puluiciii voters of J'ew
don their hoines alter returning to
30. S. Stitt ' Hampshire at the recent presidential
Berkeley,
Calif.,
April
them last week.
Wilson, Socialist mayor of Berkeley,' primaries."
was asked today by the Socialist committee of Milwaukee to become a candidate for the Socialist presidential
TITANIC DEAD
nomination.
Mayor Wilson said he
would consider the matter.
'
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Newspapers and Periodicals Condemns Initiative, Referen' The State Senate This Forenoon Relief Ship Buford Sends WireMust Print Names of I heir
dum, Recall of Judges and
Passes Clark Public Monies'
less That She Is Delayed by
Stockholders.
Decisions.
Measure.
Heavy Seas.
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missing was added to the list of recovered dead by the
arrival. The captain told of the find- All Told 306 Bodies Found, iing of the body
thought to be that DeVargas Pageant Will Bring
116 of Which Were Bur-ie- d of Mr. Widener. George Widencr, Jr.,
Thousands to Santa Fe
feels sure that it was the body of
Sea'
Edward Keating, Mr. Widener's valet.
This Year
50 Bodies Found Floating Together.
Relics of the great Titanic dotted
FEW MOURNERS ON THE DOCK the sea over an area 30 miles square,
PLANS
Captain Larnder said. Doors, winJREJEING DRAFTED
dows and chairs by the score were
Halifax Church Bells Tolled found floating, but to none of them Railroads Will
In
When Victims of Tragedy were bodies lashed. In several inEvent
NationGreat
stances there were groups of floating
Giving
Were Disembarked.
bodies numbering fifty or more, but
wide Publicity.
none were lashed together.
Colonel
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Astor was found standing almost erect
At a joint meeting of the Chamber
Halifax, X. S., April 30. One hun in his life belt. Small boats were of Commerce
and citizens, held last
when-thosdred and ninety bodies, among them! lowered by the Mackay-Bennethe
at
Palace of the Governevening
ever
a
of Colonel John Jacob Astor, and
group of bodies was sighted
into these the dead were piled ors, Mayor Celso Lopez presided and
Isador Straus, were brought to Hali-janGeorge W. Armijo, chairfax on the cable ship Mackay-Bennethree or four at a time. Hauled on Alderman
man of the De Vargas committee apwhich had been searching an area of 'board the cable ship, each was num
remore than thirty square miles near bered with a large canvas tag and the pointed by Mayor Seligman before
and
the
explained
tiring,
plans
scope
valuables
and papers were placed in a
where the great White Star Liner
of the De Vargas pageant, as it should
Titanic sank after striking an ice- canvas sack similarly numbered.
be celebrated this year.
Canon Kohind of All Saints Cathe-- I
berg.
Historian Benjamin M. Read, redral here, conducted tht service in
Col. Astor's Body Landed.
viewed concisely and in most interconnection
with
the
burial at sea. On
George B. Widener's body, although
esting manner, the history of the
previously reported as reebvered was tbree occasions services were held, j
emup to the
not among those on the ship, and her Could Not Carry All Dead Found.
phasizing the deeds of the many his"We
buried
so
at
said
sea.'
many
commander explained that a body, at
toric characters, w ho are to be reprefirst thought to 'have been that of Mr. Captain Larnder, "simply because we sented in this year's pageant, especicould
not
accommodate
j
them.
Widener was buried as that of his
ally of Onate who founded Santa Fe
''We had limited embalming
sup-- i
valet. All told 306 dead were found
about 1605, and who was a grandson
and 116 again were consigned to the plies and it was absolutely necessary, of Montezuma as well as of Coi tez.
sea. Colonel Astor's body was brought to consign many to the deep. None, Mr. Read dispelled
many of the falle-- j
believe, were cious traditions
off the ship and taken with others to if any passengers I
New Mexi-- !
regarding
buried
of!
in
case
except perhaps
the
the morgue.
Mr. Widener's valet. The majority of! cc's early history and backed up his
docuWoman Mourner First to Arrive.
those sunk were unidentified. We had assertions with the original
While the city's church bells tolled
ments as he had secured them from
instructions
when we left here to pick
and British flags fluttered at half up all the Titanie's
and Mexico and as they will apdead we found, Spain
mast, the cable ship Mackay-Bennebut under the conditions- it was im- pear in his history now in press.
docked shortly after 9:30 o'clock. A
After some discussion, it was decidto carry out these instrucwoman was the first mourner to arrive possible
ed to hold the pageant on July 5, so
tions,
at the pier. She was Miss Eliza
as to catch the crowds that will at
Had High Time on Titanic.
a maid for Mrs. William AugusNew York, N. Y., April 30 Mrs. tend the prize fight at Las Vega and
who will be bound from ihere to thel
tus Spencer of New York. Mr. and Daniel W.
Marvin, one of the Titanic
Mrs. Spencer were passengers on the
great conventions on the Pacific coast j
Titanic. Mr. Spencer went down; Mrs. survivors, is credited in New York on July 10. Assurances have been!
papers with the assertion that sho
given that the Santa Fe will permit
Spencer was saved. The maid hopes saw
Ismay and Captain Smith drink-- . stopovers at Santa Fe on July 3, and
to find her late employer's body alin
one
of
the
of
the
ing
saloons
liner will feature the De Vargas pageant in
though it had not been reported among
J. A. just before it crashed into the great the advertising literature. Mayor Lothose on the Mackay-BennetMrs. Marvin, with her pez and President A. B. Renehan of
Kenyon of Southington, Conn., arrived
shortly afterwards, hoping to identify husband, a wealthy young New Yor--! the Chamber of Commerce were directthe body of his brother, F. R. Kenyon ker, were- returning to New York on ed to appoint committees immediatethe Titanic,
after eujoying tlieir ly, which are to get down to work to
of Pittsburg.
The young make the pageant even more successhoneymoon in Europe.
Only Half Dozen Mourners.
All told, there were not more than bride is now a heartbroken widow as ful than it was last year and to get
half a dozen mourners or their repre- a result of the terrible disaster. An-- ! into touch with Mayors Taupert and
sentatives at the pier, for they dread- other one of those rescued from the Delgado at Las Vegas.
ed the sight and preferred to await Titanic has stated that on Sunday aft-- ! DEBATING HOME RULE
the work of identification
at the ernoon there was a dance on board
IN HOUSE OF COMMONS.
morgue. As fast as the bodies were of the Titanic, and that Sunday even-- (By Special Lpns-- d Wire to New Mexican)
j
put on the pier, they were placed in ing up to the time of the disaster,
London, April 30. The debate on
wagons and taken up the hill to a was spent in playing cards; that half the second reading of the Home Rule
were Bill was begun this afternoon in the
champagne bottles
curling rink, where they will be pre emptied
passed around to the crew and that House of Commons by Winston Spenpared for inspection.
Not one name of prominent persons one of the watches in the crow's nest cer Churchill, first lord of the
No More Prominent Names Added.
and several of the sailors were drunk.
Mackay-Kennett'-
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speed boat, but had been constructed under orders given by him to make X
her the biggest and best equipped S
Vessel afloat. No cost limit was set.
Ismay Is in Demand.
Before reaching the Senate hearing it
this morning, Mr. Ismay and four of- it
ficers of the Titanic were summoned
to appear before an admiralty court it
commissioner late today to give tes- it
used in a contemplated it
timony
(Continued

trans-

ties.
In counties of the fourth class, the
county commissioners are to receive
$G00; sheriff, $2,500;
county clerk,'
$2,000;' superintendent, $1,200; probate judge, $600; assessor, $1,500;
treasurer, $2,000; surveyor, $200; deputy clerk, $800; deputy sheriff, $700;
jailer, $500; $250 general expenses,
and same allowance for prisoners, and
transportation as in other counties.
Officers must pay fees monthly to
proper officials. A penalty of $500 to
$5,000, or by imprisonment of one to
five years or both for failing to perform their duty or failing to pay over
public funds. The emergency clausa
is added to the bill.
House.
The readSpeaker Baca presided.
ing of the Journal was dispensed with.
Petitions in favor of prohibition from
Valencia county; a petition
asking
that teachers be paid full time for attending institutes from Valencia county; petitions against prize fights; a
petition presented by Vargas and
Montoya from Tres Piedras, asking
of the D. &
for the

a

on Page Four.)
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lie btate Senate held a forenoon
By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican)
session today and then adjourned to! Mexico City, Mex., April 3D. Tho
yesterday by the Mexican po- three o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
of
of lnp 1."00 rifles shipped
ter the routine opening, the custom-!,,- , lIi,e the
American ambassador for the
jto
were use 0f the American
ary
fight petitions
colony in the
8
presented, this time from Las Cruces, event of trouble in the capital, is
names, Stonehaven and also from ',lailleti today by the governor of the
Tennessee and from Providence. teueral district to be pursuant to an
order of the secret police intended to
Rhode Island, Christian Endeavor Soprevent the traffic in arms with the
cieties.
revolutionaries.
On application, the governor
Holt introduced Senate Bill Xo.
says,
11S, a Uniform Sales Law, such as he will issue a permit for the continuance of the distribution of the weaphas been adopted in other states and ons
among American residents even
as is recommended by the Xew Mexi- at points outside the
capital. The
co Bar Association.
Referred to the arms which were confiscated
have
been recovered.
State Committee on Judiciary.
Buford Delayed.
Law By Limitation.
San Francisco, Calif., April 30 A
A message from Governor Mc Don- wireless message, received
the
by
aid announced that he had permitted government station here today from
to become law by limitation: Senate the army transport Buford, sent to the
Bill Xo. 27, for the payment of Dis- relief of American refugees on the
west coast of Mexico said the Buford
trict Judge M. C. Meehem and Dis had met
seas and would not
trict Clerk W. D. Xewcomb of Socorro, reach San heavy until about 7 o'clock
Diego
.u.
mo.uus inai nau not ueen tonight. Captain KIv had expected to
covered by the appropriation bill of touch the southern
port at 3 o'clock
the last legislative assembly. Govern-'thiafternoon
or McDonald stated that he did not
Mexicans in U. S. Returning.
ui uie emergency
(,.. u uccubb
San iurnardino, Calif., April 30.ciause, wnicn ne believes should be The return of hundreds of Mexicans
used only tor a real emergency.
from California to their native land to
Public Monies Bill Passed.
light either with or against the revoSenate Substitute for Senate Bill lutionists, has
seriously delayed sevXo. 61, the bill of the Finance Com- eral
of
contemplated improvements
mittee but originally introduced
by the Santa Fe railroad, according
to
Senator Clark, regarding the custody statements of officials of that line. It
of public monies, was passed after was stated that the
of labor
some debate. Barth declared himself had become a serious scarcity
problem.
in favor of the bill as he believes
Rebels Repulsed.
that the interest on public monies
Guanajuato, Mex., April 30. Rebels
should go into the public treasury and who attacked the
jail at Irapuato, 21.
not into the pockets of individual offi miles from here last night,
were re- cials but he did object to the use pulsed by small garrison of rurales.
of the emergency clause.
In the fight,
guards and volunteers.
The Emergency Clause.
which lasted two hours, ten of the in- tion explained tnat mere is a mis- - surgents were killed and several
n
impression as to the operation ers wounded. The defending force
of the emergency clause. It is not; had one man killed and one
injured,
necessary that there should be war orj The assault was made to release
an epidemic or uprising or some catas- - Miguel Macias, who had been arrested
trophe immediately impending, to in- - on the charge of being connected with
voke the emergency clause.
When-- ; the rebellion.
Two of Macias' broth-evein the judgment of the legisla- - ers. who had recruited workmen from
tive branch a law should become ef-- their ranch, led the attack which was
fective at once, that finding is abc- - begun at x o'clock while crowds were
lute. Because Xew Mexico has gone promenading the plaza close by.
in error for sixty years is no eral of the
pronienaders were wounded
reason why such a splendid measure by stray bullets,
as that pending should not be put into
effect immediately.
JULES VEDRINES MAY
Barth insisted that a real emergency
RECOVER FROM INJURIES.
snouui exist before the emergency
j t
Clause i3 tacked to a bill.
I5y Special Loiisefl Wire to New Mexican)
Crampton declared that the emerg-- j
Paris, April 30. Jules Vedrines,
ency clause was drawn
upon the who yesterday met, with a serious
e
basis as the Oregon emergency cident while flying over his
birthplace
clause and which has been passed up-- , at Saint Denis, a suburb of
Paris, is
on by the Oregon courts. Unless the. still in a critical
condition, but the
emergency clause is attached to this surgeons in attendance express the
bill, the state and the counties may oninion that there is ni.w. hn
t hie
lose the interest for three to four recovery.
months on deposits. Crampton regretted that Barth did not find it expedient
to remain in the Committee of the
Whole yesterday to raise the question
there when the majority as well as!
the minority agreed on the bill and
approved of it by a vote of 19 ayes
HARVESTER GO.
and 1 nay.
Evans in explaining his vote said
he is opposed to the maximum limit!
on the amount of interest to be paid Is
Charged by Government
on puunc deposits.
With
Being Monopoly In
in
McCoy
explaining his vote said
that the measure is one 'of the best
Restraint of Trade
ever presented and should have the
emergency clause.
M CT D A
II C PflDT
After the passage of the substitute,
UUUIll
'nUL
the original as well as Senate Bill No. 0U"
25, covering the same ground, were
tabled.
Seven
1

anti-priz- e

ex-9-

i

s

oth-take-

j

Sev-alon- g

i

10 DISSOLVE

CT

Printed

Daily

Journal.

Mabry and Barth moved that the
Committee on Printing be instructed
to secure estimates on a Senate Record to contain the speeches, etc., of
members.
On Holt's motion, the motion of Mabry was tabled.
A School Text Book Trust?
Sulzer offered Senate Resolution No.
r, which repeats charges as to irregularities made in the selection of school
text books and provides that a committee of three be named in the Senate to investigate all matters in this
connection and to report the facts to
the Committee on Finance.
Upon question of Mabry, Sulzer
said that, complaints of his constituents in Bernalillo county, both purchasers and dealers, charging a text
book monopoly, had prompted him to
introduce the bill.
Holt announced that the Committee
on Education is already working on a
similar proposition and the resolution was referred to it without opposition.
Committee Meetings.
The Senate adjourned
to three
o'clock tomorrow afternpon after the
following committee meetings had
been made: Judiciary at 9 a. m. tomorrow; public lands committee Im
mediately after adjournment; State
Affairs at 7:30 this evening; Finance at
3:30 o'clock thi8 afternoon and Com-lanmittee on Education at two o'clock
this afternoon to consider the Sulzer
Text Book Investigation
Resolution
and nothing more.

1

1 1 1

Corporations and Eighteen
Individuals Named as

Defendants.

-

tn.v Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

St. Paul,

30
Suit
April
International Harvester
Company, charging it with being a
monopoly in restraint of trade, and
asking that it be dissolved, was filed
by the government in the United
States District Court here today.
Petition for Receiver.
A petition in equity naming seven
corporations and eighteen individuals
as being responsible heads of the
$140,o(io.oii0 harvester corporation sets
forth the charge that the defendant
controls a majority of the trade in harin the
United
vesting machinery
States "to the grave injury to the farmer and the general public." It asks
that a receiver be appointed to take
charge of the corporation's business,
it the court sees fit.

Minn.,

against the

Subpoenas for Witnesses.

Another petition asks the Issuance
of subpoenas for all defendants
not
residing in this district, the subpoenas
to be returnable May 6, when the corporations and individuals &re to enter their appearance. The defendants, it was announced, will have un- l1, June 30 t0 enter their pleadings
the trials probably will be set
for the October term of court.
The filing of the suit comes as a
Continued

on Page Five.)
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The Little Store

MOTHER! WATCH THE
CHILDREN'S

Bethlehem, Pa., in approved western
style. Justice of the Peace J. M.
sent seven of them to jail, while
or the eighth escaped.

BOWELS

Bilious
Tongue Is Coated Give Delicious "Syrup of Figs."

If Cross, Sick, Feverish,

TUESDAY, APRIL 3l,

CUTICH

En-rig-

Lus Angeles Will Help.
The Los Angeles businessmen have
No matter what ails your child, a joined the Denver businessmen in a
laxative physic movement to connect Durango with
gentle, thorough
should always be the lirst treatment Gallup via Farmington. It would
bring Durango 30 hours nearer to Los
given.
Angeles than it is now.
If your child isn't feeling well; rest
ing nicely: eating regularly nd actThree Insanity Cases.
ing naturally it is a sure sign that it's
Zenobia Trujillo and Manuela Ro
of
30
feet
little stomach, liver and
mero de Quintana were committed to
bowels are filled with food, constipat- the state asylum for the insane at Las
ed waste matter and need a gentle, Vegas by Judge David J. Leahy at
thorough cleansing at once
I.as Vegas. Mrs. Monica Benavidez
When
cross, irratable, feverish, de Tapia was pronounced sane.
stomach sour, breath bad or your little one has stomach ache, diflrrhoea,
Parochial School for Las Vegas.
sore throat, full of cold, tongue coatFather A. Rabeyrolle, formerly of
ed; give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Santa Fe, announces the purchase of
Kigs and in a few hours all the clog- a building at Las Vegas for a paro-40.
No.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone
ged up waste, undigested food and chial school of the Immaculate Con
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
sour bile will gently move on and out ception parish. For the present, two
of its little bowels without nausea, sisters of Loretto will be in charge.
griping or weakness, and you will
surely have a well, happy and smiling
Unwritten Law Saved Him.
child again shortly.
Walter Woods, charged with the
With Syrup of Figs you are not murder of James W. Donaldson, Jr., at
drugging your children, being com- Loving, Eddy county, has been acquitposed entirely of luscious figs, senna ted. The evidence showed that the
and aromatics it cannot be harmful, murdered man had been intimate with
besides they dearly love its delicious the wife of thei defendant, who also
Sole .'.genu For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
fig taste.
pleaded
Mothers should always keep Syrup
ALFaUA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages of Figs handy. It is the only stomStruck by Lightning.
John Simmons was struck by lightach, liver and bowel cleanser and regulator needed a little given today ning last week, about twenty miles
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
west of Carlsbad.
will save a sick child tomorrow.
The boll passed
Full directions for children of all down his body leaving a red mark,
ages and for grown ups plainly print- killed the mule upon which he was
Phone Black
Phone Black ed on the package.
riding and also two burros ahead of
Ask your druggists
for the full him. Simmons was unconscious four
name, "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of hours before he was picked up from
Senna," prepared by tne California the ground by a sheepherder, and reFig Syrup Co. This is the delicious mained unconscious another sixteen
tasting, genuine old reliable. Refuse hours in camp.
anything else offered.
Minister Believes in Segregation.
AN OLD ARMY DRUM.
In an address at the Evangelical
(Adella Washer In Leslie's.)
Zion's church, at Indianapolis,
Dr.
It beat the reveille long and loud,
Earl G. Winter advocated segregation
To wake the camp in the morning of the red light and
opposed complete
gray,
elimination.
He declared the solution
And summoned us to our many tasks, of the social evil
lay in public educaAnd sounded "Taps" at the close of tion as to
the disease and suffering
day.
that the evil inevitably brings uponev-erone, the adoption of a code of
Its muffled tones in a funeral dirge, morals
that would make a man who
Fell sad and slow o'er some form of
goes to the red light as much as an
333 HICKOX
clay,
Near Union Depot.
outcast as the woman who does, and
And when the chaplain said "Dust to
law that would compel each red
PHONE, RED 100.
ja
dust,"
It played "Lights out" ere we turned light house to keep a register the
same as a hotel, and make compulsory
away.
the publication of the register each
II beat "Long roll" at the first alarm day in the newspapers, the registerJ?rom scout or picket, by day or ing by false name to be punished with
heavy penitentiary sentence.
night,
And led us forth to the battlefield
With hearts made strong for the
H. McGowan, 1218 W. 2nd St., Little Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
coming fight.
severe pains across
back and the
TO
It went ahead on the weary march,
kidney action was Irregular and very
And tapped the notes of some stirr- painful.
After taking Foley Kidnev
.
Pills for a few days the pain left my
ing song.
That brought the words to a thousand back and the kidneys became normal.
I can gladly recommend Foley Kidney
lips
SslVP MflflPV nd ,nconvenience b7 Purchas!f Wells
And cheered us up as we tramped Pills for I know they helped me."
iUUHCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
For sale by all Oiuggists.
along.
Checks

Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " floods.

INTER

Always the Leader

GROCERY

CD,

1

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

grain

unncr'IJ

TV
LCU
f

45

45

R. J. CRICHTON

GOA

TP

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

y

STREET,

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

9

ty

Parts of The World

All

and Foreign Money Orders
V.

S,

!!?

--

Canada, Mexico

SASEf

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE,

J.F.RHOADS

ND

SIGN
PAINTING

r;?rsnve,ing,
ClAR ANTEED

and Brass

PAUL P. LACASSAONE,
305 San Francisco Street,

XI

WOOD WORKER
of

Manufacturer

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows, r: Screen Doors.
SHOW CASES.

104Galesteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE,
New Mexican
bring results.

want

ads.

N.

SAN FRANCISCO,

IN

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

one way via
or SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3.
June

12, 13. 14,
Aug. 29, 30,

turn limit, June 27, 1912.
15, 16,17, 18, 19,20. Return limit Ausf.

31 ;

Sept. I, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6.

Return Ih lit Oct.

Re

12, 1912

31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman -- iid Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA

FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent

Lost 140 Sheep.
A. M. Hubbard of San Juan county
lost 214 of his best blackfaced sheel)

M

always

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.
SAN DIEGO,

)

since shearing.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS

LOS ANGELES,

It throbbed with joy when the news S. S. TEXAS "SUNK BY
or peace
TURKISH fUBMARINE MINE.
Ran down the lines in a mighty
shout;
150 Persons Were on Board When
It called from trenches the smoke- Versel Went Down in the
stained men,
Gulf of Smyrna.
And played "Farewell" when we
mustered out,
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Smyrna, April 30. The steamer
Now worn and gray like the com- Texas, belonging to the Archipelago
rades brave
Who faced the bullet and scream- American Steamship Company, struck
a mine at the entrance to the gulf of
ing shell,
It beats no more in the camp or Smyrna and sank. One hundred and
fifty persons on board were drowned.
field
The old commands in a rolling The Texas was flying the Turkish
flag and was engaged in carrying mail
swell.
from Constantinople to the Levant. It
was first stated that the Texas was
For in the garret it lies at rest,
ith tarnished frame and a fraying an American vessel, the error arising
from the fact that she is part of the
string,
fleet of a local concern trading under
And overhead from a rafter brown
The drumsticks
dusty and idle the name of the Archipelago American Steamship Company.
swing.
The gulf of Smyrna is one of the
finest harbors in the mediteranean
aT.d Smyrna itself is the principal seaAROUND THE STATE
port of Asiatic Turkey. The entrance
mined recently by
was extensively
the Turkish authorities to protect the
Set Out Hundred Thousand Trees.
port against an attack by the Italian
Something like 100,000 fruit trees fleet. The Texas was a vessel of 261
have been set out in San Juan county tons net register, built at Newcastle,
this spring.
England in 188S. She was at first
called the Olympia, then
Death of Old Timer.
the Marguerite, and finally the Texas.
Cosmero Romero, a pioneer of Ouav
county, died at Bard City. He leaves RAINS GIVE WHEAT
two children.
PRICES LOWER TURN.

House Destroyed By Fire.
L. E. Eaton at Elida,
Roosevelt
county, burned to the
ground last Thursday night.

The house of

Drunk on His Own Boors.
a saloonkeeper at
Taos county, was arrested for
shooting up the settlement after he
had imbibed a liberal quantity of the
wet goods on his own shelves.
D. Rendon,

Val-de- z,

Two Arrested in Taos County.
Juan Sandoval, arrested at Costilla,
has been turned over to the sheriff of
Costilla county, Colorado.
Ramon
Cordoba of Costilla, is also in durancs
vile being locked up in jail at Taos.

Run of Hogs Than Was
pected Tended to Weaken.

Larger

Ex-

For forty years you've known

D

HEALED

the name

DHL)

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Chicago, 111., April 30. A feeling
that timely rains had been the salvation of the crop in the west today
gave wheat a lower turn. Selling out
by longs, especially those who had
bought on bulges, formed a large part
of the trade.
Opening prices here
to
were
down. July started at
111 to 1111-2- ,
the same change from
last night as the market taken altoand
gether, rallied to 111
then fell back to 111
The close was nervous 'with July
lower at 111
Reports of good cash demand southwest had a tendency to lift corn. July

Coldwell Lav" Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with 'best in the lawn
mower field. ; '

Scraped Flesh Off Bone Below Knee
Suffered So She Couldn't Sleep.
Also Says: "I Believe Cuticura
Soap Is the Best Soap Made."

4

"Some time aeo I was comlns up some
steps when tjie board crushed under me like
an egg shell, and my ri'iit limb went through
to the Knee, and scraped
the flesh oil the bone just
inside antl below the knee.
I neglected it for a day or
two, then it began to hurt
me pretty badly. I put
balsam fir on to draw out
the poison, but when I had
used it a week, it hurt so
badly that I changed to
That
ointment.
made it smart and burn so
badly that I couldn't use it any more, and
that was the fourth week after I was hurt.
"Then I began to use Cuticura Ointment
for the sore. It stopped hurting immediately
and began healing right away. It was a
sore before Cuticura Ointment healed
it, and I suffered so I couldn't sleep from
two days after I fell until I began using
Cuticura Ointment.
"Cuticura Soap is the best soap I ever
saw. I have used all kinds of soap for washing my face, and always it would leave my
fice smarting. I had to keep a lotion to
stop the smart, no matter how expensive a
soap I used. I find at last in Cuticura Soap
a soap that will clean my face and leave no
smarting, and I do not have to use any
lotion or anything else to ease it. I believe
Cuticura Soap is the best soap made."
(Signed) Mrs. M. E. Fairchild, 805 Lafayette
St., Wichita, Kan., May 8, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
throughout the world, but to those who
have suffered much, lost hope and are without faith in any treatment, a liberal sample
of each together with 32-Booklet will be
mailed free, on application. Address Potter
&
Chem.
Corp., Dept. 22A, Boston.
Drug

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every
chine. A guarantee to give satisfaction!
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible
and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you

wm

Wood Davis Hardware Co.

I

8

'1-- 4

8

8

4

c

2

2

LOUISIANA

CELEBRATED
ADMISSION TO UNION.

Centennial of Day State Became
Sovereign Is Fittingly
Marked.
(Py Special leased Wire to New Mexican
New Orleans, La., April 30. With
scores of distinguished guests in attendance Louisiana today celebrated
the centennial of its admission into
the Union. Secretary of State Knox
was the guest of honor.

Skipping the Bad Places.

6,000 GERMAN WORKMEN
GO ON STRIKE AT HAMBURG.

I.

,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican 1
Hamburg, April 30. Six thousand

workmen employed in the branch establishment here of the Steetin Vulcan Ship Building Yard "went on strike
today.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

Potato Doughnuts

by Mr. Helmn Armttnna)
You will find these doughnuts both
delicious
and digestible; there's no
nightmare or lard indigestion in them:
Cream three tablespoons of Cottolene,
add three-fourtcup of sugar, and
three yolks of eggs well beaten with one
white.
Stir In one cupful of freshly
mashed potato and one-fourcun of
milk.
Sift two and one-ha- lf
cups of
nuur wun mree teaspoons or baking
powder, half a teaspoon each of salt and
ground mace, also a little nutmeg, and
add to first mixture, working in additional flour as necessary to handle
lightly. Roll and cut all doutrhnuts be(Recip

HOW'S THIS?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Patronize home industry. Leave orders
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M.JONES,

cmf2em

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

EGGS FOR HATCHING

REAL ESTATE

White Leghorns, 13 Igg s, $1.00
1.00
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
.40
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz.
S. C.

125

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

fore attending to the frying.
Have
Cottolene three inches deep in kettle and
test temperature with a piece of bread.

W.LINDHARDT,

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijfh Ball Ginger Ale

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

Palace Ave.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

WOODY'S

EXPRESS LINE.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders

at

Oxford Club Saloon.

MURALTER

The Tailor

HACK LINE
Prom

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Snort Orders at Ml Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order TOc a dian,
New York Chop Suey 50c.

8

2

ma-

off at 77
opened a shade to
to 77
and rose to 78
Oats
were easy because of lack of any urg
ency on the part of buyers. July
lower at 54
declined to
started
and' recovered to 54
54
Closing prices were first at 78
for July, a gain of
A larger run on hogs west, than was
Busiexpected weakened provisions.
ness was of a scattering character.
to 20c
First sales varied from 2
under last night with September de
livery 19.65 to 19.70 for pork; 11.20 to
11.25 for lard, and 10.571-for ribs.

Provisions.

Savings Bank on Fire.
F. 3. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Savings Bank building at
Knowles, Eddy county, was found to
We, the undersigned, have known F.
be on fire a few days ago, but prompt J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and bework by a bucket brigade extinguish- lieve him perfectly honorable in all
ed the flames before they had much of business transactions and financially
a start.
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
The Horse Has Passed.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
The horse has passed from the
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O,
stage business between Silver City
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
and Mogollon and now only automo- nally, acting directly upon the blood
biles are used, even for carrying the and mucous surfaces of the system.
mail.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
In WIM Western Style.
per hottle. oold by all Druggists.
Eight boys from Newark, N. J., shot Take Hall's Family Pills for constf.
up me east end of the city of South Btipation.

The

OINTMENT

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding tonns. Wlr E'.nbudo

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Methodist
Gents' Garments at EconomyGrocery
reasonable prices and
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
Episcopal Church
his
work.
will guarantee
General Conference,
Orders taken for Ladies' Butter, 25c and 35c
Minneapolis, Minn.
and Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c
MAY
Made Suits, Overcoats, Breakfast Bacon, Best
ROUND TRIP RATE FROM
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Grade. 20c. lb.
SANTA FE, N?M.
House
Cleaner,
of
in
Lijcht
experience
Thirty years'
$52.45
6 bars for 25c.
tailoring in seme of the largest
Ist-ll-

cities in Europe and America.
101

Blueing, per bottle, 5c.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered

Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1,8, 15 and 22.

Return Limit, June

Four Phones and Five Wagons.

Washington Avenue.

H. S.

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr., Proprietor

Cor. Burrow Alley and Sao Fraacisco

st

St

15, 1912.

LITZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Ads

brine

0
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Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and, takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe-- !
looks.

House Puts Itself On Record
Against Compulsion In

riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an experi
ment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. I., is for
exteinal application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon invoived during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-- 1
ness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a com
fort and benefit
to any woman in C

the Matter

inmost is iiitinn
Senate In Committee of Whole
Passes Important Clark Finance Measure.
Senator

For My
Lady's Toilet

n
b

Ei

IE VENDS

'

which discussed and passed section by
section, the most important measure
thus far considered in the legislature,
Senate Substitute for Senate Hill No.
CI, by Senator John S. Clark, chairman of the Finance Committee, which
relates to public monies, the deposit
and safekeeping thereof in authorized
Mother's
V,7AP,
of fin- 'remedy.
depositories, creating boards
Friend is sold at
ance and prescribing their duties, prodrug stores. Write for free book foi
viding for the giving of security by all expectant mothers, which contains
of much valuable information.
depositories;
fixing the amount
bond to be given by state, county and B3ADF1ELD REGULATOR
CO., Atlanta, Ga.
municipal treasurers ami the payment
by the authorities of the premium its selfishness, its defects. He went
thereon when such bonds are by sure- into the history of vaccination in its
ty companies.
early days after its discovery by Dr.
The only Important amendment was .Tenner. He said
that Kngland, which
one by Senator Holt, extending the was the
first to adopt vaccination, was
provisions of the measure to incor- the first to
repudiate it. In Switzer- porated municipalities.
vaccination was re-- !
li.nd,
compulsory
Section 1, provides that all fiduciary
called by popular vote. Rogers read
officers must keep a daily cash book
to be balanced daily and which shall an article by William Tell, a British
authority, printed in the "Fia" of El- be open to public inspection.
Section 2, makes it the duty of off- bert Hubbard. He predicted open reicials to pay slate monies in their cus- bellion in his town against compulsory
tody into the state treasury on or be- vaccination next year. Chrismnn in
fore the second
Monday of each speaking in favor of the bill, cited the
example of a girl in Omaha who died
month.
Section 3, provides that salaries o smallpox caused by vaccination. He
paid from fees shall be paid only declared the present law too severe
and that he favors the suggestion of
through the state treasury.
Section 4, creates the State Board the state board of education
that
of Finance to consist of the governor, school boards be given the right to
the state auditor and the state treas- suspend the compulsory vaccination
urer, which shall serve without com- law when no epidemic is prevailing.
pensation. The governor is to be presSanchez made a practical
talk
ident of the board and the auditor
showing how vaccination had stamped
the secretary.
smallpox in various settlements
Section 5, creates a county board of
m Mora county, giving a notable ex- finance to consist of the board ot
ample at Wagon Mound and at anoth- county commissioners.
Section fi, creates lminictpal. boards! er settlement where twenty schoolof finance to consist of city council children died of smallpox because of
of the vaccination
or town trustees, the city clerk to be
law. "For every pretty girl that Mr.
the secretary of the board.
Section 7, creates the trustees or re- Chrisman names as dying from vac-gents of every state institution a cination, I can name a hundred pretty
girls and a hundred handsome boys
board of finance for that institution.
Section 8, says these board of fin- who died of smallpox because they
ance shall designate banks as depos had not been vaccinated. I have four-- j
itories and all monies shall immediate- teen children, they all have been vac- ly be placed in such depositories. Du- cinated, they are all living, and they
plicate receipts or deposit slips "shall shall be vaccinated again."
be taken for each deposit.
Blanehard defended the
medical
Section 9, provides for the security
saying that no matter how
fraternity,
to be given by depositories, and pre- men abuse the
profession, they will
scribes the form of bond, every bond continue to hunt
up a doctor when
above $5,000 to be by a surety com- they are ill. Smallpox, in the absence
vaccination, is the deadliest dis- i
oi me uonu n oona is given ease known. He had
gone through
by personal sureties and not to exceed several
smallpox epidemics in New
amount of bond if bond is by a surety
Mexico and believes he will never go
company.
Section 10, provides for other forms through any like them again, because
To
of security to be given by depositories of the safeguard of vaccination.
the compulsory vaccination
permitting banks to put up as security repeal
law would be for New Mexico to take
federal, state, county or local New
Mexico bonds in lieu of a surety bond. a backward step.
matron saw mat in order to stamp
Section 11, provides for proposals
by banks seeking public deposits audj0t smallpox, vaccination sho.ild be
prescribes an interest rate on all de- - compulsory as to all persons and not
posits of a minimum of two per ceutinly children attending New Mexico
schools. He entered into a scientific
and a maximum of three per cent.
Section 12, provides that monies discussion of the vaccination
be deposited in banks in the tion. He spoke in favor of permitting
county or locality for which the official parents to choose whether their child
He told of his
is an officer, unless no bank in such shall be vaccinated.
individual experience that led him to
locality has qualified as a depository,
'Section 1:5, provides that the state oppose compulsory vaccination,
treasurer shall deposit state funds
Buijj woulu fight any proposition to
equitably among the various author- - compel the people of New Mexico to
i
ized depositories.
vaccinate their children against their
of wiu
Section 14. regulates the custod
He offered an amendment to
bonds, etc., put up by depositories. ,ne uiIi however, giving counties or
the collection of interest, etc., thereon, sohool uistrjcts the right to enforce
the collection on these securities in vac(.in.ation in case of an epidemic
case of default on part of a depository. within
glch county or diBtrict.
Section If,, requires depositories to
Catron om)osHl the amendment,
make a monthly statement to the de-saying that opponents of vaccination
J)OSllOI.
miwh nnimcPfl tn it rturine" nn
.
.. c as at
Section 1G, provides for proportion-any otner nine.
Burg spoke in favor of the spirit of
is more than one depository.
in this and other legislaSection 17, fixes the amount of bond compromise
is generally the retion,
legislation
to be given by all public treasurers,
between warring
of
sult
compromise
at 25 per cent of the public monies refor one, does not
ceived by them during the preceding factions; that he,
in the doctrine "of the whole
year.
or
none."
hog
for
Section IS, provides
the payment
.v,
i.
f h r,vom,m
nogers sam no was aarc that
legislation is a result of
surety bonds furnished by treasurers.!"
19. provides that treasurers promise, but. he believed that the
not be liable for loss of monies amended substitute is a suitable corn-ian authorized depository unless promise measure that cut out the
the loss could have been avoided by beastly end of the whip.
Speaker Baca and Skidmore yielded
exercising reasonable care.
Section 20, makes the penalty for their time to Catron, who opposed the
unauthorized putting out of public amendment and especially the sugges-monieone to ten years in the state tion that those who did not want their
penitentiary, or fine of $o00 to ?u,000 children vaccinated during an epi- or both fine and imprisonment.
demic might send them to another
Section 21, presribes the penalty for precinct or county.
bribery of public officials for use of
Tully then took part in the debate
public monies, the same as in the pre- and moved to table the amendment
ceding section.
but was declared out of order, the preSection 22, permits permanent in vious question having been moved.
vestment of public funds according to
Burg's amendment was lost by a vote
law.
of 17 to 29. Burg in explaining his
Section 23, repeals previous legisla vote declared that the passage of th
tion on the subject.
bill will greatly endanger the public
Section 24, is an emergency clause. health.
Clancy, as one who had suf
The Committee of the Whole rose
from
fered
smallpox; said that sanitaand reported the bill favorably to the
and rigid quarantine will do more
Senate which immediately adjourned tion
to stamp out smallpox then vaccinato 10 a. m! this morning.
tion. Hilton said that if the Burg
House Monday Afternoon.
he would
As the New Mexican went to press amendment had carried
favored the measure, but so he
yesterday afternoon, the fight over the have
measure was still was opposed to it. The substitute bill
was
it
after six o'clock, passed the House by a vole of 26
and
raging
when it was finally passed by a vote to 19.
The House adjourned to Friday 2
of 26 to 19. Sanchez, Blanehard, Lle
wellyn and others led the fight in fav-- V m.
Today's House Calendar.
or of compulsory vaccination: Rogers,
House Substitute for House Bill No.
Catron and others fought against compulsory vaccination, while Burg of- 38, original introduced by Mr. Mullens,
fered a compromise which was voted March 28th, An A ct to authorize incordown.
porated towns and cities to make perRogers analyzed the present law
Contiued on Page Six.
and pointed out what he considered
'
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DR. HEWETT

IS DIGGING UP A
PALACE.

$3.50

"

Panama-Californi-

a

AGAIN

(Continued

Digging a palace out of a swamp and
sifting the earth removed therefrom
for valuable curios is some job, especially when that palace is located in
the midst of tropical verdure in the
center of Guatemala, yet that is what
Di. Edgar L. Hewett, of Santa Fe, director of the American section of the
Institute of America,
Archaeological
and of the School of American Archaeology at Santa Fe is doing for San
Diego's
tion.

Continued

Prom

damage suit to be brought against the
White Star Line by Mrs. Louise Robins, of Xew York, for the loss of her
husband.
Charged News Was Suppressed.
The charge was made ta the committee today that the White Star Line
officials had positive news of the dis
aster between the hours of 7 and 8 on
the morning following
the accident,
but suppressed the news until twelve
hours after. The information was given by E. J. Dunn, a New York business man, who said he in turn got his
information in New York from the son
of a Western Union employe.
Dunn
refused to give his informant's name,
was promptly given over to the
and spent several hours
using the long distance telephone to
New York in an effort to be aosolved
from his pledge of secrecy.
Franklin of the White

exposi-

irom Fate One.

station at Tres Piedras.
Chairman Vargas for the Committee on Privileges and Elections reported in the contest of. Marcelino

Page One.)

mi

-.-

J!lL!fl!!m

d

R. G.

IS WITNESS.

wef;ir

,

The Pecos winds her silver thread
O land supreme: In ancient lore
'Midst ancient cities long since dead. Could I ne'er see
thy beauties more
In crumbling halls where kings once
Soon, far, in distant lands alone,
strode
My grave would rest, unmarked, unNow dwell the bat and horned toad.
known.
Old Pecos church, methinks I hear
F. P. LIVINGSTON,
Thy mission bells so soft and clear
Ring out upon the
air,
Valley Ranch, N. Mex.
And call the native to his prayer.
The Valley Ranch.

x

tABCt?

ISMAY

BANK

NATIONAL

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

-

REMIGIO LOPEZ RETAINS SEAT.
S?

t?

Kmr.,.j-M-

Know ye the land where pinon grows.
Where mountain streams are liquid
snows,
2 00
Where hunters camp near timberline
.50 And
breathe the fragrant air of pine?
This land so oft with heaven blends
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
'Tis hard to tell where either ends;
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New MexTco! IMsTsent to 'Tis but a step a pleasant stride
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation To pass beyond the Great Divide.
among the intelligent and progressiTe people of the Southwest
union

FIRST

OF SANTA FE

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
25 Week
Dally, per week by carrier
Bix
ft
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
rer
year
Ueekly'
65
Uaily, per month, by mail
7.00 Wekly. per quarter
Daily, per year, by mall

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1912.

Martinez vs. Remigio Lopez from
Mora county, in favor of the incumbent Lopez, finding that his majority
was S8. The committee reported that
in Precincts Nos. 2 and 5, Mora county, illegal votes were cast, but it nowhere appeared for which of the two
contestants these votes were cast. If
these two precincts are thrown out
"as they must be, on account of the
fraudulent and illegal votes cast

to permit Llewellyn, Catron, Tombs COLONEL ROOSEVELT AGAIN
and others to prepare amendments.
CONTRADICTS PRESIDENT TAFT.
W. E. Blanchard was called to the
Is Positive That Chief Executive Was
chair, and House Bill No. 123,
Present at Harvester Trust
Baca, an act to enable school
Council.
districts to borrow money for the purpose of erecting and purchasing
school buildings and purchasing school (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, April 30. Colonel Roose
grounds, was passed unanimously, 45 velt
voting. Speaker Baca explained the in a again contradicted President Taft
statement today regarding
measure. While the bill is to benefit
harvester trust cases.
all school districts, ft will also valiColonel Roosevelt said : "I was posidate a recent $35,000 bond issue at tive that the
harvester trust matter
Roswell.
nau ueen discussed in full at least
House Bill No. 17, the Medical Act, once at a
cabinet
Mr.
went over until tomorrow one motion Taft returned. Mr.meeting after
Bonaparte now
of Llewellyn, who announced that sev- sends me the
following telegram:
" 'Baltimore, Md.,
eral persons had telegraphed they
April 3D. Date of
would like Jto be heard on the meas- cabinet meeting when harvester trust
ure.
discussed either 17 or 21
January,
House Bill No. 107 by Campbell, 1908, probably former.
" 'CHARLES J.
an act to provide a lien upon live
BONAPARTE.' "
stock tor services, of stallions, etc.,
Roosevelt Will Control Penn.
was passed with amendments recomHarrisburg, pa., April 30. The
mended by the committee on livestock. Roosevelt
leaders
that tomorThere was no debate but Rogers in row's Republican assert
state convention
that will be dominated
explaining his Ivote, declared
Roosevelt
there was a defect in the title of the delegates. This claimbyis the
not denied at
bill. The vote was 41 to 1 in favor the
Republican
headorganization
of he bill.
where Senator Penrose is in
quarters
auHouse Bill No. 112

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any"
agency, public or private. Liberal advance made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

ng

i

R.

J.

PALEN,

OFFICERS.
j. B. READ.

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

How About

Cashier.

4

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

The palace, a relic of the Mayas,
who thrived, carved statues and built
!
-palaces and temples when the Egypwere
tians
building their pyramids,
when the Roman Empire was in process of formation, has lain '.inder the
silt and vegetation of centuries until
discovered some years ago. Dr. HewGENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
ett has dreamed of uncovering it but
not until President Collier, of the San
Diego exposition gave him a commisStar Line suggested the committee
by Cooney,
command.
sion to explore it and bring what he call on
the telegraph company for the
district
thorizing and empowering
The Roosevelt claim includes befinds to San Diego has he had an op- message,
courts to adjudicate interests in town-sitecablegram or telegram uar-- .
tween 275 and 300 of the 373
-portunity to do so.
on
delegates,
the
where
is
title
vested
in
the
the
We
disaster.
want this
ing
the nomination of candidates for state
AND
Dr. Hewett says that trees are matter sifted to the bottom.''
probate or county judge, was passed
treasurer, auditor general, four con
growing out of the roof of the struc43 to 0.
Relative Sues.
Survivors'
ture, which is in the forest near Quir-igu- 'Washington, D. C, April 30. Under
The House went into Committee of gressmen at large, twelve delegates at
the Whole to consider House Bill No. large instructed for Colonel Roosevelt
Guatamala, so long has the pal- a proceeding in admiralty court here
and control of
ace remained buried.
116 by Burg, the Uniform Child Labor and the
The Mayas today, J. Bruce
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
diIsniay,
Law recommended by the New Mexi- the Republican state committee. Senawere an intelligent, warlike and high rector of the Internationalmanaging
Mercantile
co Bar Association.
Hilton was call tor Penrose has not admitted defeat The
ly educated race, home of their stone Marine was summoned to nnnear h.
City of New Mexico. Rooms
only GOOD HOTELS inf. the Capital
ed to the chair amidst applause. An or even indicated an intention to relin- v f'
gods are the largest piece of sculpture fore a commissioner to give testimony
his
quish
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
leadership of the Republican
attempt to fluster him by parliamen- the world has produced. The riddle of to be used in a suit of Mrs. Louise
tary motions failed and the commit- - olalc "'tsaunduon.
the time of their highest culture, and Robins, of New York, against the
THOS. DORAN,
tee settled down to a consideration of!
Large Sample Rooms.
,
of their origin, has never been solved ; White Star Line. Mrs. Robins' hus-anHON. REMIGIO LOPEZ,
YOUNG WOMAN STUDENT
it is in hope of being able to read band, George Robins, was lost in the Representative From Mora County. the bill section by section.
Section 1, prohibiting the employ.
FOUND BOUND ON CAMPUS
also
the mysteries of the dawn of history, Titanic disaster.
Subpoenaes
14
years'
Dr. Hewett, with his assistant pro- - were issued by the admiralty court for therein, " the majority of Remigio Lo- nient of children less than
old in certain Industries, was passed.
Robbery , supposed to Be Motive for
fessors and workmen, are now dig- - the surviving officers of the Titanic,
pez is increased from 26 to 88."
of
w.
in
w
the swamps
To Subpoena Ship's Officers.
win y v wiiivci
j
ging and delving
The report was adopted and Mr. I,o- - of children under 14 years in any
Dr. Hewett will report to j The attorneys for Mrs. Robins made pez retains his vote
Guatemala.
sity Girl.
unanimous
hours
that
by
occupation
during
public
the Smithsonian Institute, the Arch- - the application in admiralty court consent. Thero was loud
applause school is in session, was passed.
aeological Institute and to the Pana- - when they learned that-.Mt- ;
Isniay and
&
the chair announced this result. tion 3, prohibiting the employment of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of
the
were
Titanic
about to
Chicago, III., April 30. Authorities
Exposition
department officers
Senate Bill No. 112, appropriating persons under 16 in certain hazardous
of the University of Chicago, and the
released by the Senate investigat- $12,500 for
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
of archaeology, all three of which
printing and supplies, re- - occupations was passed.
j
stitutions are backing the expedition, jing committee. Ralph D. Quinter was ported favorably by Chairman
Chicago police were puzzled today
moved
to
out
a
"nor
in
strike
Burg
Burg
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
named by the court as commissioner
::
over the circumstances
a 222 San Francisco Street
:;
to take the testimony. In addition to of the Ways and Means Committee bowling alley, nor in a pool or billiard supposed attack on a surrounding
woman
young
was
THE LADY BUG IS ON THE JOB. Mr. Isniay, those for whom
passed under suspension of the room," in section 4, prohibiting the'
subpoenaes
student at the University High School,
The University of New Mexico is- were issued are Second Officer Charles rules by a vote of 45 to 1.
employment of persons under 16 in
The Committee on Judiciary rec- certain occupations, explaining that a who was bruised, bound and gagged
sues this week a bulletin of great im H. Lightoller, Fourth Officer .1.
uu ule co"eee caml,us ana wno nas
(.
portance to the truck tarming inter-- Boxhall,
Frederick ommended that House Bill No. 87, by later section sets the minimum age not yet gIven a luoid exPIalation.
Quartermaster
ests of New Mexico. The bulletin is Fleet and Wireless Operator Harold Gurule, providing that the fee for fil- limit for bowling alley and pool or bil- - The
girI iS Manan Dorecki, daugh- entitled: "A Foe of the melon Aphis: jp. Bride. Commissioner Quinter will ing chattel mortgages shall be 50 Hard employment at 21 vears. He also
01
tePien uorecki, ana nas at- iexnlained
thP.!ler
f
that
the
Polite
n
m
restriction
tli.a
nn
n,i
in
New, take Mr. Ismay's and the officers' tes
Convergenuea
Hippodamia
tne
hiSh S(hool since last fall.
to.tended
not
does
on
Mexico" and is written by Joseph R. timony this afternoon.
apply
Ways and Means
jatrical employment
secrecy surrounds the incident
!mateur
Catron moved!11'-performances.
The
bills
were
introduced'
Watson, now state enthologist of Florfollowing
Alleges Negligence.
il was not reported to the police
'to strike out the .entire clause referr-anh
.
AN INOVATION
THE DUPLEX IDEA
ida and formerly associate professor
Mrs. Robins' husband was valet to
.iw. nn
wiu v
vi.v, Rili
ivn, uj Mpcantri ,
until today. The first report was that
ennas
lu
'"s
a
employment,
o! Biology in the University of New John Jacob Astor. It alleged that Baca,
county salarv act. To
Accident
A very at- A combination of Life and
Insurance.
dren often travel with their parents tne 'ung woman was the daughter
Mexico.
through wrongful act and negligence! niittee on Ways and Means.
o: Countess Goreskl.
tractive contract written by the
House Bill No. 150, by Burg an act and aFe educatued for tne staS at tne
is to of the oceanic steamer navigation
The object of the bulletin
To the physician
same time as they are educated in the
who finally
RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.,
point out to all interested in truck company her husband was drowned to create a state department of agri- school branches by tutors. He assert
- brought her to consciousness,
the girl
farming, and especially to those con- and she therefore claimed a cause for culture. To Committee on State Af- ed that this clause would
wherein a person buying a Reliance-Lif- e
Policy can buy at the same time
keep many told a story of having been seized by
cerned in the rapidly developing mel- action for damages cognizable in the
tne
best
two
Accident Policy for a biut twenty-fiv- e
men
an
autoand
an
in
carried
out
of
per cent, less than accident
theatrical
away
troupes
House Bill No. lol by Comm.ttee on
on industry of the state, the use to United States district courts sitting in
,New Mexico. B
can afford to sell tbem separately.
mobile. Several rings and trinkets
defend.
companies
eloouently
which the colonies of lady beetles Admiralty.
Judiciary, an act to prohibit acts of ed the c,
the girl was accustomed to wear were
sayi
IT IS A FACT 1
THIS IS NOT A THEORY
(Hippodamia) which the writer no- What Ismay Did Aboard Carpathia. - sexual perversion
had adopted the law, that the clause not found when she was picked up on
Washington, D. C, April 30. SenaWe will be pleased to go over The Duplex Idea with you.
nuuse Din iu. io2, ay committee Bok to prevent one of the worst the
ticed on the upper ranges of the Sn-dicampus.
Mountains during his work in con- tor amnn asKeu Air. ismay wnat he on Judiciary, an act to define embez- abuses and Crimes aeRinat rhilrthnnr!
21 Capitol City
zlement by executors administrators that had erawn mi in thio
General Agents,
nection with the Natural Resources did aboard the Carpathia.
Bank BulHlng,
l understand that my conduct
LUCKY
COUPONS
FOUND
on
SANTA FE,
and guardians.
Reliance Ins. Co
When Catron asked him to cite the
Survey, should be put to in order to board
N. M.
TO BE WORTHLESS.
the Carpathia has been severely
D.
of
the
most
that
is
dangero
pest
fight
No' lo3 by Burg' an act thirty states, Burg read a list of
L HoUse,
criticized,"
Mr.
"i
replied
Ismay.
truck farmer, the Aphis Gossypii, rnii tt Tno tii act tnnn . xi o tkA
13fi of the Sth -Wis.
to
.
states that have the law upon their Woman
.
Chanter
o
'
Embezzlement
knn,in
Charges
plant louse or melon Aphis. The bul of the committee. The facts in the use! ,at,v assembly, relating to the water statute books. Llewellyn said that
Against Man Who Promised City
letin is concise, clear and to the point, are these: When
um auoiner state naa
or municipalities.
the quadrennial conference of the the gallows at the state prison early
Lot With Ticket.
I went aboard
II supply
sucn a law n believed in New Mexi- and contains matter which should be was
House
No.
Bill
154
to
Methodist Episcopal church which be- this morning. There was not a quiver
Cordova,
by
standing with my back against a!
ana
ne
A reception will be in his voice as he urged the officers to
tne
'U"B
tavorea
on
brought to the attention of every bulkhead when some one came
tlle
sale
of
animals
Pronlolt
shares
to
Wire
New
Mexican) gins tomorrow.
(By Special Leased
to me!
be quick about their work. He was
farmers' association in New Mexico and said: 'Co into th stnnn
ul cuuuren oi tenner age
witnout consent of owners. To Com-- "'"'""
Den,ver, Colo., April 30. Charged given tonight for the delegates,...Ilie
session will begin1' Wednes1 dead, his neck broken, nine minutes
without delay. If the writer's state- a bite of
011 State AffairS-- '
business
A motion of appearing on the professional
stage.
mittee
with
Charles
embezzlement,
hot
Eakins,.
or
a
something
drink.',
, after the drop fell. Morris shot and
it"1s'-ments are correct and there seems
uatron to refer the bill back to its The Catron amendment was voted thirty-fivyears old, formerly of SaB day morning, by which tim
Occupied Doctor's Room.
down and Section 4 was adopted as
killed J. Walter Axtell in a desperate
850 accredited deleentire
the
to be no reason to doubt their accurto
pected
make
to
author
comits
conform
in
title
is
on
the
Francisco,
jail here
"He repeated it twice but I told
'
amended by Burg.
attempt to escape after he had held
acy we have here in New Mexico him I would
plaint of Mrs. Clara K. Hummell. Ac- gates 'will be in their seats.
be happier if I could get the constitutional requirements, was
up and robbed a pawnshop.
The House was still in Committee cording to the complainant Eakins,
just as valuable material for waging off by myself. He took me by the voted down, as it was the sentiment
'
of the Whole considering this bill, who says he is connected with the SALT LAKE MURDERER
a successful war against the plant arm and led me to a room which
New Mexican want aas always
in
committee
the
of
the
charge
prov- - ll?at
,
DIES ON GALLOWS. brings results
when the New Mexican went to press. San Francisco Touring Company, gave
louse as that possessed and utilized tu to ue tne aoctor s room. I was bill would see to that
coupons away with tickets bought at
House Bill No. 155, by Hilton, to
by the state of California.
not out of there until the Carpathia
LEGISLATIVE POINTERS.
a moving picture theater. A drawing Not a Quiver in His Voice as He UrgThe university recognizes gratefully docked. I was ill and ate no solid prohibit the exhibit of lewd pictures.
ed Officers to Be Quick About
was then alleged to be made and the
the generous interest which Mr. Wat-'i- food on the run into New York.
To Committee on State Affairs.
Work.
Embudo
Wants
to
Get
of
holder
Into
enTaos
was
the
lucky
coupon
has shown, not merely in the inCommittee
were
made as
reports
"Right here I want to say that the
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
to
a
titled
Califorin
lot
County.
Sonoma,
city
stitution, but in the state, of which doctor did not occupy a suite. He had follows:
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 30. By
The residents at Embudo, Rio Arri- nia. The complainant alleges the couhe was for a considerable number of one room in which he slept. He did
Chairman Hilton for committee on
his own choice J. J. Morris,
ba
are
a
was worthless.
to
she
drew
county,
the pon
signing petition
years a citizen, in thus placing :he not occupy it the first night I was in State Affairs, that House Bill No. 90,
and convicted of murder, met death on
asking that Embudo be anresults of his observations at the ser- it. He was busy with the Titanic's providing for placing of sign posts on legislature
nexed to Taos county as the county 10,000 STRIKERS ARE
survivors."
vice of the state of New Mexico.
public roads, be passea as amended; seat of Taos is much more convenient
THE
ATTACKED BY POLICE.
The hearing was adjourned late that House Bill No. 105, an
than Tierra Amarilla.
this afternoon until Friday.
be
V.
House
N. M. ENTERTAINERS
slavery act,
passed; that
Officers Are Forced to Use Revolvers
STEEL CORPORATION CUT
e
Bill No. 10G, a supplementary
to Stop Stevedores on Canton
ITS QUARTERLY MELON.
'GRANDFATHER LAWS" ARE
TRUCE IS DECLARED IN
Will Present Their Unrivslavery act be passed; that
Pier.
DENOUNCED BY NEGROES.
ZiON'S TOBACCO WAR. Senate Joint Resolution No. 18, pro( Bv Spcclnl Leased Wire to New Mexlcnn)
alled Entertainment
' New
viding for appointment of a San Di- Disfranchisement In South Condemned (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
York, April 30. The directors
Tobacco
Using Employes of Factory ego and San Francisco Expositions
in Annual Conference
of the United States Steel Corporaof
Baltimore, Md., April 30. Defending
Cause Serious Trouble in
commission be adopted.
Colored People.
themselves when about 10,000 striking
tion today declared the regular quarCity
Chairman Durg on the Committee (By Special Leaseo TVire to New Mexican) stevedores, many of whom were armper cent on the
terly dividend of 1
Sell
(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican) on Ways and Means, reported favorUsersv
common stock and 1
Chicago, 111., April 30. "Grandfather ed with sticks and stones, swooped
per cent on
When a business man' uses
the preferred stock. The earnings for Chicago, 111., April 30. Truce was ably House Bill No. 108, appropriat- Laws" of southern states, which are down on them, a squad of police
declared in the Zion city tobaca .. Burroughs" ,i Bookkeeping
to disfranchise thousands of .ing pier No. 6, at Canton today drew
$14,000 to be placed at the disthe quarter ending March 31, were today
as perf ormed to crowded houses
co war after a recurrence of the riot- ing
Machine4 for "19 years, . and'
were
net
the
of the Governor, to move the negroes, were condemned by the dele- - their revolvers and fired many shots.
and
117,826,973,
earnings
posal
and enthusiastic audiences in
'
of
when
the
ing
adherents
then
to
sell
yesterday
five
it
refuses
seri-"at
;
men
were
Several
j
not
shot but
The deficit provided from of
112,108,415.
militia to the border in case of neces- gates to the fourth" annual conference
Glenn
of
overseer
Texas, Colorado, Kansas and
Voliva,
Wilburg
times
the
cost"
original
the undivided surplus on December 31,
sity. It also reported favorably House of the National Association for the Ad- 0iisly injured and a number of heads
Zion, were routed by the tobacco-usinMissouri.
You can be pretty sure
vancement of Colored People today. A were cracked in the general melee.
1911, was $6,292,134.
138 and 139.
Bills
Nos.
employes of a manufacturing concern,
that
to
valuable
him.
its
fled.
The
The
strikers
strikers
atresolution
be
laws
the
werej
Committee
on Judiciary,
Two Crowded Hours of Uproarious Life
suggesting
after many heads had been broken.
When
users of 135,000
tacked in the United States supremo attempting to get onto the pier to:
A Hit from Start to Finish
AVIATOR BEDEL COMPETING
Voliva declared there would be no through Chairman Llewellyn, report- court was
e
machines
distake
same
the
in
reach
breakers
strike
engaged
adopted.
Else Like It In America
FOR POMMERY CUP. more militant marching against the ed favorably House Bill No. 104, reNothing
towards
the
Burroughs
charging the cargo of the steamship
to powers of mayors in incorOriginal Music, OrigSongs,
Original
employes of the factory and Mayor lating
you ought to wonder
A riot call brought police
why
Also that IF YOU ARE A TRIFLE SENSITIVE Bulgaria.
municipalities.
(By Special Lensed WJre to New Mexican) Miller, whose deputies have had a porated
inal Situations .
which prevented fur- you haven't given it a trial.
reinforcements
Bordeaux, France, April 30. Aviator busy time quieting the warring ele-- ! House Bill No. 136 be recommitted for About the size of your shoes, many i ther disturbance.
Would you like to considSongs, Grave, Gay, Lively, Sent!-I- Bedell arrived here from Villacoublay ments said he was satisfied to leave amendments; that House Bill No. 135 DeODle can wear shops one size small- er such an investment, if it
mental and Patriotic
today, near Paris, after making inter the question for the courts to settle. do not pass because of its unconsti- - er by shaking lnt0 them Allen,s Foot-- ! METHODIST DELEGATES MEET
cost you nothing to look and
mediate stops at Tours and Angouleme.
To Commence at 8:30 P. M.
tutionality; that House Bill No. 145 Ease, the antiseptic powder for the
listen?
IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
'
His average rate of speed for the
do pass.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
feet. It makes
or Newj
Burroughs Adding Machioe,Co.,
ADMISSION, 50c, 75c. and $1.
House Substitute for House Bill No. Shoes feel easy and gives rest and (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
journey was nearly 81 miles an hour.
Bedel Intends to continue his flight Tablets.
W. H. LONG. Sales
Druggists refund money if 38, by Mullens, to authorize incorpor- comfort to hot, tired, swollen, aching Minneapolis, Minn.,.- April 30. Hun-fee-t.
T Tickets to be obtained at tbe Drag Stores
to Madrid. He is completing like
i: fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
T Or from Members of Woman's Auxiliary
ated municipalities to make perma
Try it today.' Sold everywhere dreds of delegates and others are c.
f.u.Box 7v2, ci Pasojexas
ommlttee of Pew Mexico Museum.
for the Pommery cup.
is on each box. 26c
nent Improvements, was recommitted
Don't accept any substitute.
riving in Minneapolis today to attend
I
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.
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TO DISSOLVE

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
' H. F.

1. 6. lAUGHLlN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

I

J856.

STEPHENS, Cashier,,

Asst. Cashier

-

1903.

Incorporated

Reduced Prices

I

ON ALL
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SUMMER SILKS
TUB SILKS,
MAXINES,

SILK MULLS, Etc.

25 C
te; mt3 5' and 40c

i
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(Continued from Page One.)

climax of five years of investigation
LET US RESOLVE TO
i by
the government.
Lately the case
Confine our gossip to people's good lias figured prominently in
political
points.
discussion between President Taft and
Kick no dog.
Colonel Roosevelt regarding certain
Hurt no child.
instructions which Mr. Roosevelt,
Sneer at no man.
while president, in 1907, gave to his
Reverence all women.
attorney general, Charles J. BonaLaugh whenever there is a chance.
parte, concerning the prosecution of
Share all our joys.
the concern.
Love our neighbors and still leave
Combination in Restraint of Trade.
them alone.
,
In brief, the government
charges
Work as hard as we rest.
the Harvester company with being
Rest as hard as we work.
combination in restraint of trade,
Remember the honey, not the sting.
monopolizing or attempting to monSee the rainbow, not the storm.
opolize the manufacture and sale of
Selected.
It is alleged
harvesting machinery.
G. R. Roberts of Taos, was in the that the company has advanced the
city yesterday ou his way to Albu- prices of these articles "to the grave
injury of the farmer and the general
querque.
Mrs. Scott, wife of the train inspecpublic and is extending its business
tor at Las Vegas, is visiting in the into all lines of agricultural implements with the purpose of monopolisCapital.
Mrs. Brockman wife of the ticket tic control."
Controls 90 Per Cent of Trade.
agent of the Santa Fe, at Raton, is a
The government alleges that the
guest in Santa Fe.
Judge R. H. Hanna of the state su- International Harvester Company conpreme court, left for Albuquerque to- trols at least ninety per cent of the
day on a business trip.
trade in the United States in harves
Assistant U. S. Attorney
U O. ters or grain binders, seventy-fivper
Moore 'has gone to Albuquerque and cent of the mowers and more than
Roswell on official business.
cent of the bindel twines. The
On account of illness Mrs. Palen bill contains
these chaiges.
will not be able to see her friends toUnfair Methods Charged.
morrow, Wednesday, afternoon.
"Defendants have resorted to unfair
R. S. Connell, the chicken king of
trade methods: have made
inacTularosa, and a Republican leader, left curate and
misleading statements conthe city for his home yesterday.
the credit of competitors;
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos passed cerning
have by misrepresentations sought to
through Santa Fe on his way to Albuinduce competitors, agents and dealquerque to attend the Shriner celebraers to abandon them, and in divertion.
E. D. Kinney, the surveyor of Albu- unfair means have endeavored to dequerque, arrived in the city last eve- stroy them, and for the purpose of
ning and is stopping at the Monte- destructive competition have reduced
prices of their machines in some lozuma.
calities below cost of production end
C. W. G. Ward, district
attorney.
arrived in Santa Fe from his home in distribution while keeping prices up
Las Vegas last evening and is a guest in other localities.
How the Trust Worked.
at the Palace.
Defendants
have
J. H. Fortune, of Nara Visa, is in
'systematically
the Capital in the interest of the pro bought up patents upon harvesting
posed "Baca" county. He is a guest machinery, tools, and implements, acat the Montezuma.
quired all new inventions therein in
Judge David J. Leahy, of the dis order thereby more effectually to per-trict court, arrived in the Capital from petuate the combination and monohis home in Las Vegas last evening poly."
and is at the Palace.
Names of Defendants.
B. S. Phillips, the lumberman, and
are
Corporations and individuals
Mrs. Phillips, of Truchas, Rio Arriba mentioned as defendants in the peticounty, are visitors in the city and tion as follows:
International Harguests at the Montezuma.
vester Company, International HarE. H. Bickford, mining and irriga
vester Company of America; Internation promoter at Lake Valley. Sierra tional Flax
Tyvine Company: Wisconcounty, arrived in Santa Fe yesterdav sin Steel
the Wisconsin
Company;
afternoon and registered at the PalLumber Company; Illinois Northern
ace.
The Chicago West Pullman
W. W. Burden, manager for the' Railway;
Foote Company, arrived in the citv and Southern Railroad Company; Cy
from his home in Albuquerque yester- - rus H. McCormick, Charles Deering,
Wilaay, and is stopping at the Monte- James Deering, John J. Glessner,
liam 11. Jones, Harold F. McCormick,
zuma.
Mrs. Harry F. Lee. wife of the clerk Richard F. Howe, Edgar A. Bancroft,
of the federal court, left the city yes-- J George F. Baker, William J. Louder-back- ,
B.
Norman
Charles
Ream,
terday for a three weeks' visit with
her niece, Mrs. M. R. Summers, of Steele, John A. Chapman, Elbert H.
Roswell.
Gary, Thomas D. Jones, John P. WilE. H. Xixon, who has been employed son, William L. Saunders, George W.
in the United States land office here. Perkins.
The prosecution of the case will be
left the city yesterday for
K. D., where he will be em- directed by Edwin P. Grosvenor, speployed in the land office of that place. cial assistant to the attorney general.
J. A. Wood, mining man of Kansas
Existed Since 1902.
City, Missouri, arrived in the city yesThe International Harvester Comterday and is stopping at the Palace. pany was organized in New Jersey in
Mr. Wood is interested in mining en- 1
9i2. The company was incorporated
terprises in southern Santa Fe county. in New
Jersey with a capital stock
W. B. Prince arrived in town yesterThe control
$120,000,000.
originally
day from the Prince ranch in the Esof the capital stock was placed in the
panola valley. He reports that every
of three voting trustees, Cyrus
variety of fruit will have blossoms hands
this season, and in great abundance. H. McCormick, Charles Deering and
In consequence a record breaking fruit George W. Perkins, who issued stock
trust certificate's to the persons actuyear is anticipated.
Lieutenant Joseph Creamer of San- ally owning the stock. The petition
ta Fe, who was recently appointed a asks that this company be decreed an
lieutenant in the Philippine constabu- unlawful organization in restraint of
lary from the Xew Mexico Military In- trade.
Statement by McCormick.
stitute, expects to sail from San Francisco for Manila on the Korea on
Chicago, 111., April 30. In regard to
May 10. He arrived here yesterday the suit filed today at St. Paul by the
from Roswell.
government against the International
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio Harvester Company, Cyrus H. McCorGrande railroad, returned to the city mick, president of the Harvester comafter a few diiys spent in Espanoia and pany, in part said:
San Juan.
Organized to Secure Economy.
"The International Harvester case
differs radically in its facts from all
trust cases heretofore dethe
GO cided under the Sherman law. :ie
Harvester
International
Company
was organized In 1902 for the purpose
cf securing economy in the manufacture and sale of harvesting machinfor
ery, and of increasing the foreign
trade. It had no water in its capitalization, and it nas earned only a reasUSE
onable return on its capital, less than
seven per cent per annum on the average.
Harvesting Machinery Cost Reduced.
AND YOUR BREAD TROUB LE
"The prices of its machines are
ARE OVER.
now substantially the same as in 1902,
notwithstanding an increase of fifteen
Flour quality varies acper cent in raw material prices and
cording to wheat quality.
thirty per cent in wages. The com
Poor wheat mean? poor
pany has caused a large saving to
American farmers iff the cost of agflour, poor flour means
It has in
ricultural implements.
poor bread. The gluten
creased the trade in agricultural im
in hard wheat is the eleplements fourfold in nine years; its
ment that makes the
foreign sales in 1911 were over $42,- bread raise. Hard wheat
It has not sold cheaper
000,000.
is rich in gluten that's
abroad than at home. Its treatment
why it's hard. The more
of its customers, its employes, its aggluten the wheat conents, and its competitors has been in
tains the less flour you
accord with the highest standard of
have to use that's why
ethics and honorable business meththe use of BOSS PATENT
ods.
FLOUR means real econ"The charges of misconduct found
omy, better results and
in the bill have been met and disbetter treatment of jour
other
proved by the company in
digestive organs. :: ::
cases; and they will fail again, because they are untrue.
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, Previous Harvester Investigation,
"More than six years ago the com- pany asked for its investigation by
Oranges,
the United States government and opened all its books and records for inspection and furnished all informaFRESH VEGETABLES DAILY tion required."
Case Will Be Expedited.
Washington, D. C. April 30. Ths
prosecution of the Harvester suit, it
was
at the Department of
H.
KAUNE & GO. Justicedeclared
as
today, will be expedited
much as possible as the case of the
importance of the issue, Attorney
General Wickersham will, file a certificate of exposition, the leffect which
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Glorieta Battle Field
FOR SALE

Acre patented ranch

160

in center of Old Glorieta Battle
I. About 30 acres under x
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber On" property. House, Stable, i
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once. ?!
Low price to cash purchaser.
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BONDS, REAL ESTATE.

Phone, Red 189.

119 San Francisco St.
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YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE
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Rverv Desrrintinn
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

Reliable

m, H.

C. YONTZ,

.
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tt
San Franciso

Street

j5ptgS?S?yji

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

or Night Phone,
Pos toff ice,
Day

Next Door to

1

JO Red.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

BossPatent Flour

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
::

'
;

Accurate Work

::
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NEW MEXICO.
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Returns!

Quick

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

oJmTa
FlMJ

W
I

i

Just Received, a New I ine of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
.

You Ar,e

Cordially Invited to
Call and
,
Inspect Them.

B.TONNIES, J4W. Palace

Ave.

drapes,

Grape Fruit, Apples.

S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
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complete stock in

argain Counter
pecia

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

'

F you wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering to-dat much below
our first cost. No old, shelf-handlgoods to
show you, but new styles-up-to-da- te
goods
are dependable. Some splendid numbers wo-

will remove its case from the district
court or Minnesota
to the fluted
States circuit court of appeals for the
eighth circuit. This eliminates the
district court and to that extent, has
tens the issue on the supreme court,
where it is generally conceded
the
case will be finally determined.
To Supreme Court Finally.
The earliest possible date at which
the case can come to issue before
Judges Sanborn, Hook, Adams, and
Smith, comprising the eighth circuit,
i;; about August 5.
Government Forced to Fight.
Washington, D. C, April 30 Today's suit follows the failure of negotiations to reach a settlement of the
case without recourse to a fight in the
courts. Months ago, it is believed, the
attorney general was prepared to file
this civil bill. Its filing was delayed
because Mr. Wickersham was anxious
to afford the company an opportunity
to meet the government's demands.
The company declined to separate the
McCormick and Deering companies in
The
any scheme of reorganization.
corporation appealed to President Taft
who sustained to attorney general and
instructed him to file suit.

Louisiana tornado kills

ay

ed

tht

men's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf
Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.

f

Original Sale Price was
'

.

.

.

$2.25, now $1.00

.

4.00, now 1.50
$3.00 to
Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 1o $2.25, now $ .75 and $1.00
"
l.75io 2.25, " 1.15 " 1.25
.50 "
Barefoot Sandals
90 to 1.65, "
1.00

All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices

are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
50 per cent., if necessary, for then:. You will save money.

j

ONE AND INJURES TWO.

j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
30
Gilbert, La.;
April
Sidney
Ross, 10 years old, was killed; Ada
12
Ross, his
year old sister was seriously injured and George Ross, father
of the children probably was fatally
hurt when their home in BoeuiT Prairie
was demolished by a tornado
which
passed over that place Sunday night.
Another man was seriously injured.
Several houses were destroyed.

k

W. N. TOWNSEND
Representing the

CO.

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

Lawn andSilk Waists

EDITOR WHO KILLED
EMPLOYE WISHES BAIL.
(By Fpc!al Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nowata, Okla., April 30. No efforts
were made to obtain bail by habeas
corpus proceeding for H. O. Jeffries
the editor who was held here yesterday on the charge of murder. Jeffries
is charged with killing Mrs. Irene
who was a newspaper solicitor
in his employ.

HANDSOME PATTERNS

White Embroidered Dresses
SFE THE DISPLAY.

SEUGIfi

ADOLF

Stamped Linens,

DRY

CO

GOODS

Doilies, Center Pieces,
FIRE

Towels, Dresses,

Belle-fourch-

H S. KAUNE 8

Why Wait?

E. LAS VEGAS,

i

nr-n- -

"'
MULLIGAN & RISING,
'

-

I

carry the most!

E

large display of trimmed'
hats, patterns, shapes, etc

'

1
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FASHIONABLE MILLlN-- i
ERY. Come and see our

'

BROS. COMPANY"

SELIGM1

w

CO.

e

Large Assortment jn a Variety of Striking
Effects;' Including

35c. and 40c, now

PERSONAL MENTION

HARVESTER

M.

FIRE

INSURANCE

Scarfs and Sets.

MISS

A.

Southeast of Plaza.

Z
!

uu.

ELK'S THEATRE
Wednesday, May 1st.
F

WITH LARGE DWELLING,

ORCHARD

FOR RENT

MUGLER,

m

z
c
73

BARN, SHEDS AND CORALL.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Z

om

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

LIABILITY

HARTmAN
AND HIS SUPERB COMPANY

8

INCLUDING

WALTER DeLEON
AND

Miss "Muggins"

When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE

Davies

In a New Musical Comedy

THE

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

CAMPUS
The

Record-Breaki-

ng

of College Life.
AN

THE

Comedy

MUSICAL TREAT

I

Beautiful Scenic and Costumed Production; Fascinating Girl Chorus.

50

PEOPLE

DO IT Rjl G.HTl

AKERS-WAGNE-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

50

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips

PRICES, 75c. TO $1.50.
Heats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,
Monday, April 28.

Palace Avenue.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

M

WHOLESALE
AND RETAU

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

S. C. Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

$1.50""13 Eggs
PEK1N DUCKS

Ejfgs for Hatching

$2.00

415

CAPITAL COAL YARD

vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
extra for small lots. Cream guaranteed pure.

MAMMOTH

C. McCONVERY;

Phone, Black 204.

Made to order at THE JERSEY
RANCH, Moriarty, N. M. 80 cts.
per gallon in 5 gallon lots for plain

MORIARTY, N.

Pansy, ShastaDaisy,DeIphiniums,HolIyhawks,
Chrysanthemums, and other hardy perennials

JAMES

ICE CREAM

:

50c and 75c per doz.

Many Fine Varieties

PI ANT

A.J.JAMES,

FURNITURE AND

R

&

II EGGS

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave,

7?

For Hire at Popular Prices
.
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E. P. & S. W. Ry.
SSUge for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains

Jaily except

Sunday.

6 35

g27

6 17
6 00

train both North and South.
at Preston, X. M.

Daily except

Mrs. Buna.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate liver and bowels.

.

pm

rConnivts at Colfax with

When domestic science and manual

Age has its attractions no less than
training were introduced in the Santa
Fe high school some time ago, the youth in a more serene and quieter
New Mexican predicted that it would life. But it is this
very life of rest
become a popular study with the pu- without sufficient exercise that
brings
pils, and that they would profit by with it those disorders that arise from
their active interest in the pursuit of inactivity. Chief of these are a chron-ic- ;
the work.
persistent constipation.
Manual Training.
Most elderly people are troubled in
L'pon entering the manual training this way, with accompanying
symproom one sees a number of carpenters' toms of belching, drowsiness after eatwork benches, all fitted out with ing, headaches and general lassitude.
vises, tools, planes, etc, and each boy Frequently there is difficulty of diis given a "locker" of his own, where gesting even light food. Much mental
he may keep the articles he makes. trouble ensues, as it is hard to find a
Out of plain, rough lumber they have suitable remedy. First of all the admade many useful articles including vice may be given that elderly peonecktie holders, match safes, book ple should not use salts, cathartic
or powders, waters or any of the
racks, as' well as many unique novel- pills
more violent purgatives. What they
ties which would bring a fair price if
women as well as men, is a mild
put up for sale. These the young car- need,
laxative tonic, one that is pleasant to
penters, out of plain, rough wood, take and
yet acts without griping.
shave, nail together, paint and varnish
The remedy that fills all these rein an artistic way. "You see," said
Professor Wood, who has taken such quirements, and has in addition tonic
an active interest in showing the
young students the work, "we make
them use their heads as well as their
hands. They must take their pencils
and figure out just how much should
be shaved off in one place, and the
smallest mistake would make them go
over all of their work again. It is
(From the New Mexican of April
pleasing to see them take such an interest in making things, and each one 28, 1S87.)
The Santa Fe county mining boom
tries to do his best. And," he added,
There are no
with a smile, "they unconsciously find is on the increase.
arithmetic a pleasing study in this less than 300 miners at work in Santa
Fe county.
work."
On Saturday night the New Mexican
Domestic Science.
published the speech of Colonel G. W.
"Well, how about the young ladies Prichard, made before the council of
who are taking domestic science"? he the 27th
The
legislative assembly.
I
was asked.
i ppeech
was widely circulated and
At this the professor's smile broad- still the demand keeps up. So far over
ened, and it was evident that he was 4.00O copies have been distributed.
not so thoroughly familiar with the The speech was highly and justly
culinary department as he was in the praised all over the territory,
The Denver and Rio Grande railroad
manual training room. "To that," he
said "I will say that I am a good will nave to pay taxes this year on
judge of cooking and have found that its track and property in Rio Arriba
the girls are getting elong very well. and Taos counties. In this way $400,They have already started on starchy 00O will be added to the county taxes

Pon

to

"

THE FORUM

Saturday.

tage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound
carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.,
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.

The Perfect Laxative
For Elderly People

Both Are Popular Departments in the
Public Schools Under Professor
Wood and Miss Hutson.

tnmhloa, bloating, constipation a:id nervousness
be in bed, then ;ib! to lw up again. Was under many different doctors"
care, and v. ould pc: better for a little while, then 1 would go down with
c!ir;nic im'!amma;:n a!l through me. For nineteen years I had this
'n my blood. After trying nearly everything I stot worse. I read
in The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser of I)r. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery and Dr. Satres Catarrh Remedy.
I have taken the
Gulden Medical Discovery and 'Pleasant Pellets,' and have used five
bo;rl?s of Dr. Safe's Catarrh Remedy.
I am now able to do my work
and walk with pleasure. 1 feel like a new woman. I enjoy everything
n round me and thank G"d for letting me live Ions enough to find
that made mo well again."
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND
MANUAL TRAINING A SUCCESS.

Nervous ? Some of the time really ill ? Catch cold easily and
frequently suffe?
from biliousness or headache ?
The reason is that your system does not rid itself
of thr poisons in the blood; just as impossible as it is for the
grate of a stove to rid
itsell of clinkers. The waste does to us exactly what the clinkers
do to the stove;
make the fires burn low until enough clinkers have accumulated and then prevent
its burning at all. Your liver is sluygish you are dull and heavy sleep does not
rest, nor is food appeti zin. In this condition iiiness develops. Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medics' .Discovery eradicates the poisons from the body a glyceric alterative extract made from hlootlroot, golden seel and mandrake root, stone and
queen's root, without the use of alcohol. No matter how strong the constitution
the stomach is ant to be out of kilter at times ; in consequence tl e blood is disordered, for the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manufacture of blood.
Mrs. Ben.. Blake, of Port Dover, Ont, Box 36, writes:
Ihave
neen a rpat sulTerer for yers frorri throat trouble, catarrh, indigestion,
femftje
at times I would

Company

GENERAL OFFICES
'Head Uourn)

Tire You Blue and Worried?

4

if

properties that, strengthen the stomach, liver and bowels, is Dr. Caldwell'
Syrup Pepsin, which thousands of elderly people use, to the exclusion of
all other remedies. Trustworthy people like Mr. S. W. Hoffman. Askia, N.
M., and W. D. Jordan, 706 7th St.,
Glenwood Springs, Colo., say they take
it at regular intervals and in that
way not only maintain general good
health, but that they have not in years
felt as good as they do now. You will
do well to always have a bottle of it
in the house. It is good for all the
family.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington- St., Monticello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal card
will do.
-

Santa Fe, April 29 1912.
sions secretary of state of Kansas,
To the Daily New Mexican.
thus:
"In the language of Uncle Joe it's
The victory of Colonel Roosevelt in
ar- the
presidential preference primaries no use to lie among ourselves. The
of Nebraska and Oregon on April 19th result in Pennsylvania hurt badly.
L. C. WHITE,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS, practically clinches his nomination by must confess that it stunned me, as it
V. P. G M.,
G. P. Agent. Uhe Republican national convention
Superintendent.
atjno doubt did other supporters of Pres-- j
Chicago.
jident Taft. It was like a bolt from a
prairie schooners from Iowa with their
Six great Republican states have' c!ear sky It is an enigma to me why
cargoes of
children, tired
considerable number of people,
now expressed themselves by presi-,anwomen and disjointed household efidential preference primary and every j especially Republicans have turned
fects passed through town. Passenone has gone overwhelmingly against against the President but the returns
gers from the east report thousands
indi- Mr. Taft. These states, in the order from Illinois and Pennsylvania
of teams on the westbound road bein which they have voted, are North ca,e tnat they have. I guess Teddy's
tween here and the Mississippi river.
of talk sounds good to them."
Dakota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Pennsyl-j'inThe Raymond and Whitcomb excurthe
Kansas
Says
City
Times,
vania, Nebraska, and Oregon.
Theyj
sions are coming and propose to spend
196 delegates to the nation-- . gressive) in a leading editorial: "Penn-a- l
a longer time in Santa Fe than usual
convention.
Of these, Mr. Taft has sylvania plus Illinois, in connection
this trip.
carried two from the Illinois districts'. with Wisconsin, North Dakota,
When artesian water has been
by the notorious Senator ' and Missouri mean just one outcome
struck in the Santa Fe valley and a
Lorimer and six from districts in the Roosevelt by acclamation,
hundred
Kansas agriculturcity of Philadelphia where the almost) "Barnes of New York saw the
USE
ists will be located there and begin
notorious Penrose machine is slide coming when he prevented Taft
sinking wells within the next four
dominant. In terms of delegates, the instructions for the New York dele-Tamonths.
candidacy has been repudiated ' gations.
"The President is out of the run-tAttorney General William Breeden
by these six northern stales 24
says that the law prohibits the leas1. From these six great Republican
m'ng.
Everybody knows that. A
ing of the penitentiary to a private
leader who is overwhelmed in
Colonel Roosevelt has 152
individual and so Colonel J. N.
structed, uncontested delegates. Col- - s tares that he carried four years ago foods, such as puddings, beans, etc., in Rio Arriba. were
reminded of pio- Smithe's plan of leasing convict labor
Old timers
onel Roosevelt leads Mr. Taft nearly ,bv two hundred thousand as he did and they will soon be baking bread
Illinois, and three hundred thousand. However, Miss Hutson, who is in neer times yesterday, when three will not be feasible.
20 to 1, in terms of delegates.
SHORTEST LfNE TO
These six Republican states cast anas he did Pennsylvania, is politically j charge of that department, will give
i '
better information."
aggregate of 98 votes in the electoral dp?dJ. P. Williams, Vaughn.
Without them, no Republi-- I "Southern delegates, obtained byj 0n entering the room, one was
college.
W. A. Hunter, Farmington.
can candidate can hope to be elected. stro"g"arni methods, never yet nomi-- j greeted by a most pieasant signt.
E. P. Woods, Farmington.
ne
"
"
i
camuuaie.
There can be no mistaking the charFour large kitchen tables, with all the
R. G. Geaf, Farmington.
Palace.
noithern
states
are
great
,!
determ
the
acter of thpir wnrnin? tn tho Rnnnhl
conveniences of the modern kitchen,
Mo.
Dolf
H. Fortune, Nara Visa.
J.
Kansas
Fleisheim,
City,
factor.
ining
can nartv that Mr. Taft is nnr a snfp.
They are for Roosevelt
W. C. Schneider, Kankakee.
Grace Goebel, City.
"Taft wiu be uacked off the boards were arranged in the center of theman to name as its candidate for the
E. H. Bickford, Lake Valley.
E. D. Kinney, Albuquerque.
the chicago convention. HTsj place. On one side stood a large elecTICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
presidency this year. Equallv certain
trie stove while on the other was a
D. E. Mair, Taos.
Theodore N. Espe, City.
is their demand for the nomination of manaSei s may bluff a bit about aj
cabinet in which the foods and
A. Wood, Kansas City, Mo.
Scott Sader, A. T. & S. F.
long
J.
candidate.
campromise
Then they
Colonel Roosevelt.
M. Potsch, St. Joseph.
A. G. Green, Albuquerque.
spices were kept. There were about
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
From every corner of the United
H. M. Colquheim, Nsw York City.
D. J. Leahy, Las Vegas.
"The Republican nomination is set-- ! twelve girls, bedecked in pretty white
States comes the same refrain: Mcrf
.
,.
C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas.
J. S. B. Saylor, Albany, N. Y.
aprons and caps, all busy, each doing
J
"Roosevelt is as good as
nTmnm.
! question
O. S. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph.
S. Hinsley, El Paso.
are considering
is: her best to turn out the best pudding
Taft is out of the nranin,M Thiiil1?
S. P. Clark, Milan, Tenn.
G. A. C. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph.
and get the approval of Miss Hutson,
chorus is sounded not alon by Pro- - h wn thfv- R. H. Porter, Bowling Green, Ky.
,
J. A. Eaton and Mrs. Eaton, City.
on whose head falls the lot of tasting
Pa')
'f1"to Taft
gressive newspapers, but by hereto- - T'mesLi. J. Chapman, City.
hose
and the each viand as it is prepared.
fore
v.
.v....
J. L. McDonnell, Las Vegas.
r
j'enrose-Olive.
a little bell, and Miss
j
went
Coronado.
machine
"Ding,"
is
beyond
gans; it is the view expressed even
G. W. Rippey, Denver.
Hutson announced that the puddings
question.
Fred Chavez, Willard.
men
uy
as
Known
parscrong
iuuni;ijr
A. S. Vernon, Denver.
"Colonel
in the oven. WhereupF. K. Travis, Willard.
tisans of the President. A few ex- Republican Roosevelt's victory in the should be put
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Brown, New York
of Pennsylvania on, twelve little pots were taken and
primaries
Domingo
Valles, San Juan.
at
taken
random
from papers was so
amples,
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
overwhelming that it is im- deposited within the hot oven of the City.
received since the landslide for
C.
J.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Denver.
Leavitt,
to question its
John Hopkins, Denver.
meaning and electric stove. They were made bv
Roosevelt in Illinois, and the avalan- possible
M. T. Lawrence, St. Louis.
not
The West Point of th Southwest"
che in Pennsylvania will suffice to effect.difficult to measure its ultimate the same fair hands who cooked such
Paul Williams, Redlands, Cal.
Whatever Colonel Roosevelt's a delicious supper for New Mexico's
C. ti. Parsons, Sec'y. and Treas. of
show the general trend of opinion.
Ranked by United States War Dealleged faults, temperamentally, eco- first Senators, before their
C. H. Ward Drug Co., Pasadena,
the
a
Initiatdeparture
partment
"Distinguished
For instance, the Topeka (Kansas) nomically,
Montezuma.
politically or otherwise, we for Washington, and it was evident
Calif., writes: "We have sold and
ion." Annj officers detailed by Wat
Capital, under the caption "Taft Sup- - nave inaumtable evidence
R. A. Bird, El Paso.
recommended Foley's Honey and Tar
now that that they were pleased when they
Department.
porters Hope About Gone." says. this
C. L. Hunt, lone.
Compound for years. We believe it
j
heard that Senator Catron said that
"that the Roosevelt landslide in Penn- - courage
Through Academic course, preparT. J. Molinari, Portales.
to be one of the most efficient expecappeal to the favorable con- - would he be assured of such
men
for
or
good
ing young
business
college
)
W. W. Burden, Albuquerque.
"uiisiaeration of a majority of the Renub- food while he was in
torants on the market. Containing
life. Great amount of open air work.
National
the
of the running as a serious candidate licans of this state
Miss H. Jacobson, Chicago.
no opiates or narcotics it can be given
and
uethat
they
Healthiest locution of any Military
im" - .uuiuiimuuu v. ao nit: scut-lesire him as the party's nominee for Capital, there would be no doubt but
R. B. Sauer, Albuquerque.
freely to children.
Enough of this
what his stay there would be a most
School in the Union. Located In the
pression even among strong Taft sup- president."
W. W. Robertson, Oklahoma City.
remedy can be taken to relieve a cold
one.
Soon
the
beautiful Pecot Valley, the garden Bpot
then
It
Sespleasant
puddings
porters."
quotes Charles
A. N. White, City.
as it has no nauseating results and
REPUBLICAN.
were completed and while they were
of the West at an elevation of 37ull
B. S. Phillips and Mrs. Phillips,
does not interfere with digestion.'
feet above Bea level, sunshine every
cooling, the young ladies busied
For sale by all druggists.
day, but little rain or snow during the
supported by the delegation for one of themselves with making sauces.
POLITICS ANDJOLITIGId
season.
the delegateships to the National
"We have all the conveniences of
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Convention at Baltimore.
the kitchen," Miss Hutson said, as she
Central
Committee.
Republican
all graduates from standard eastern
pointed out the electric cookingstove,
A meeting of the San Juan County
Ten buildings,
colleges.
electric heaters, aluminum pans, and
LAW
VACCINATION
throughly
REPEALED.
Central Committee was
Republican
furnlBhed. heated, lighted and modern
earthenware of different sizes, and
held at Aztec on last Tuesday, to pass
to all respects.
(Confined From Page Three.)
various other contrivances
which
on endorsements for postmasters in
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pre.
mere man does not quite "sabe," but
San Juan county.
manent improvements and providing agreed were very useful, "and the
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
for the enforcement thereof; referred first rule we have laid down is cleanJ. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
;
San Juan County Democrats.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
to Committee on Public Property. liness.
I
San Juan county is the third of the
and W. A. FINLEY.
"The girls upon finishing
their
New Mexico counties to hold its Dem April 24th, reported with recommen- work, wash and dry their own dishes,
For particulars and illustrated cadation
that
be
it
not
passed, but that clean the pots and put everything
ocratic convention, and it, like Chaves
talogues addres:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
county, endorsed Champ Clark for committee substitute be passed in lieu away in its place, also rinse their
president. It also asks Governor Mc thereof. Substitute ordered printed. dish cloths so to have things ready
Superintendent
Donald to veto ny bill authorizing or
House Bill No. 123. Introduced by for the next lesson. Much credit is
legalizing prizefights within New Speaker Baca. April 23rd, An Act to due Professor Wood for the interest
Mexico's boundaries. The delegates enable school
'
TIME TABLE ALL
!i
districts to borrow mon- he takes in the work; both in the boys
I to Clovis are: J. S.
R. P.
as
and
as
well
the
Hartman,
department
girls,
NEW
for
ey
the
MEXICO
purpose of erecting and fur- he commends as
LOCAL TRAINS
well as encourages
Hopkins, H. D. Abrams, M. D. Taylor, nishing schooL buildings and
purchas the pupils in what they try to make."
William Butler, J. C. Hubbard, Wayne ing school
comto
referred
grounds;
The following ars me time table
Walling end Frank Sharp. Abrams is mittee on Ways and Means. April
'
Of the local railroads:
iota reported with recommendation PENNSYLVANIA MINING MAN
SPECIAL REDUCED ROUND TRIP
DRINKS GIN AND DIES.
that it be passed
"A.
Ry."
Wilkesbarre, Pa., April 29. Joseph
CONVENTION
House
Substitute
for
House bill Gourkas is dead at Duryea, as a result
Leave
No.
17,
TO
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. i!
original introduced bv of his attempt to win a $25 wager by
SAID
SHE
Los Angeles, Cal..
22nd,
jGoodell (by request), March
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
glasses of gin. He
'An Act regulating and defining the drinking twenty-fivSan Francisco, "
dead
as
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
the
sixteenth glass
dropped
FAINT practice of medicine in the state of was
WOULD
p. m.
being poured out.
"
Oakland,
New
Mexico,
referred'
to Commitetc.;
Leave Senta Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
tee on Jud'fiary. April 19th, reported
.
If you arc young full of vim, vigor and the zest of life,
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
, , UnaDle
Tickets on Sale April 27, 28, 29 and 30,
Mantl
MrS.
I0
Delia
by Committee on Judiciary with the New Tuberculosis Remedy
LOng
2 eastbound.
May f, 2 and 3.
recommendation that it be passed, with
you should ay particular attention to your clothes. The
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Based on Medicine
Returning arrive at Santa Pe 6 p. m. SILK TRIP FREE TO SAN DIEGO OX
amendments.
.
.
...
.
April 26th, considered
a specific exists for the
To
t!i:it
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to consay
TICKETS READING BOTH WAYS.
minUteS at a lime.
right choice will make you "look the part" add to your
j by Committee
of the Whole;
recom- - cure of Consumption in pcrliapH too strong
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 via KLPA80 A SOrTHKRX PACIFIC.
Imt in Ecknian's Alterative
mended that it be passed with amend- - awestatement.
has been the
have a medicine
eastbound.
'
prestige accent your progressiveness.
means of saving many a life to years
Limit, June 27, 1912.
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long, ments, ordered reprinted as amended. of
Returnin0 arrive at Santa Fe at
in permanently curing
ami
usefulness,
a
in
recent
Of
place,
this
These new styles for Spring and Summer which we now
House
full
For
says:
Bill
letter,
No.
a
on
call
iiumlier
of
or
hinrc
107, introduced
particulars
Consumptives.
J
address,
p. m.
"For five or eix years, I suffered agon- - w. Caml)bell April 19th, An Actby to
Certainly a person nflllcted with a wastL. H.GIBSON
'
lie
with
well
or LOCAL AGEM.
fed
ieave Santa Fe at 8:58 p. m. to con
should
ing ilisiise
tes with womanly troubles.
a
present should he of special interest to you. The result from
food,
but
wholesome,
nourishing
rect with No. 8 tastbound and No. 3
Often. I couldn't sit up more than a frcvideetc-- llen u')on "vestock for serv-feraw ejrsrs in quantities cause a
:
to
lces'
referred
Committee
on
a
if
stood
I
at
and
minutes
time,
The fabric tones and
westbound.
breakdown, and then no food
special study of young men's needs.
Live Stock. April 29th, reported with digestive
nourishes. As lor milk, a very good food
FOR SALE A lot of second hand on my feet long, I would faint.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:00
for many, but a producer of biliousness
im- - recommendation that it be
me
and
I
took
it
Cardui,
helped
passed with for some.
V. m.
patterns reflect your youth the modeling your activity. And
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaftmediately. Now, I can do my work all amendments,
Any diet that keeps a Consumptive well
me Beien cut-of- f
Passengers
ing ; one 12 horso power end one 2i the time, and don't suffer like I did."
nourished Is the riirht one. but what Is
D.' No- - n2the
the fact that these clothes were made by
workmanship
introduced by going to cure the patient? Ecknian's Aland Pecos Valley points should now horse power Leffel Engine, :irst class
Take Cardui when you feel ill in anr ,tHouseFis curing lnnnv
cured
and
has
terative
TnosAn
Act a case of Consumption. Let those Seuk
Cooney, April 19th,
leave at 3:20 p. at. instead of 7:20 condition; one 40 horse power loco- way weak, tired, miserable, or under
Goldman -- Beckman & Co. at Cincinnati, where good clothes
the weather. Cardui is a strength- - authorizing and empowering district who know. Here Is a specinieu:
as heretow. Connection leaves Al- motive type boiler capable of
Y.
N.
!)'
Rochester.
Savannah
St..
carrying
women.
msdicine
for
tonic
courts to adjudicate interests in town-I- t
making is developed to a fine art is positive assurance of
On .Tune :i. 1W7, I was
"Gentlemen:
buquerque t 7:55 r. m. instead of 75 pounds of steam, pas? :J upon by building
has been found to relieve pain and
upon for Tubercular peritoni2:20 a. m.
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam distress caused by womanly troubles, sites where the title is vested in the operated
St.
at
Rochester,
Mary'B Hospital,
fullest value.
roate or county 1j,udge- - 'etc" referred tis,
N. Y.
After the operation my physician
D. & ft. Q. Ry.
piping and valves; a r,n gallon gaso- and is an excellent medicine to have on f Committee
was then
on Ways and Means. gave me np as hopeless.
line tank, with other sundry items. hand at all times.
AlThere is a touch of "different" in these young men's
arged bv a priest to take Ecknian's
Cardui acts ou the womanly constl- - April 29th, reported with recommen-tution- , terative,
which I did. My weight at the
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort.
Any of these Items will be sold cheap
I
to
and
72 lbs.
began
improve
models you will recognize the moment you
building up womanly strength, dation that it be passed with amend-tonin- time was gained
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
if taken at once. If inter.jste.l
in health and strength.
steadily
try them on.
up the nerves, and regulating ments.
I now' weigh 12o lbs., and am absolutely
New exco Central Ry.
the New Mexictu Printing Com- the womanly organs.
cured. Believing I owe It to mself and
Bl11 No' 116' introduced by
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. pany, Santi Fe. New Mexico
?ou
others I make this statement."
Its half century of success Is due to
CASH
EKXA FINZFR.
(Signed Affidavit)
3 east and 1 south and west
merit It has done good to thousands. Jonn Baron Burg, April 22nd, An Act
Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronchild-yoto
the
Will
of
it?
be
what
It
regulate
employment
you
may just
try
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection
chitis. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
It will not pay you to waste your
need. Ask
and In upbuilding the
druggist about ren and to prescribe penalties for the I.ung Troubles,
from No. 3 east
tiem writlns out your legal form CarduL He will your
recommend
system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
violation
Commitreferred
to
thereof;
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
when you can get them already print
n Ways and Means. April 27th, of cured cases and write to Eckman
Udlv Advisory rst..OiMt- New Mexican want aas
laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for more evialways ed at the New Mexican Printing BoowMicineCo..ChtanooI.Teni..for Spmrf reported with recommendation that it dence
For sale by all leading druggists and
book. Home Trettont
Icings results.
JnstructHmi, and
Company.
lot Women," Mot Id puin wrapper, on raqiusu
by Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
jbe passed with amendments.
m.
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Fraternal Societies

AND

When public enaorsement Is made
of Santa
representative citli-eYou must
Fe the proof is positive.
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer,
every man.
woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St., Santa Fe. X. Mcx., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today as when I publicthem in January,
ly recommended
1!)07.
For about a year I was bothered by a dull ache and weakness across
I tired easily,
my loins and kidneys.
anu any exertion brought on severe
pains in my hack. Hearing Doan's
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
induced to try them. The results
proved beyond a doubt that this rem- edy lives up to representations. The
cure it has brought has led me to
'
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
'cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the aame Doan's and
take no other.
by a

Foster-Milbur-

v '

rE

Vhen Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell it so P'ainly.

STATE LEGISLATURE

i

SAiTTJL

Entertainers.

, superb company to the Elks' tho;ltei
FOR RENT House with or withojl
sturt on cn Wednesday May 1st there nh ' " furniture, 3 or t; rooms. D. S.
their trip cast today. And j.idging seeu tne reprosoniativ' comic opera
:anuat:ou of
from the dress rehearsal held Friday, and musical co:nedv
7.30.
FOR SALE Singer sewing mach- the entire
Im!,.,.,!
a
they are to ma!,,,
big hit. Local is tho onlv ne tnat .a,rs (.x,.,uiiiVi !v ine. Almost new. Apply Box
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
.",!,
CHAS. E. UXNEV. Secretary.
people, who have not looked in on re- - to tn n,ii(.;lI (.om,.dv amj
t,li(. anta IV.
lvarsals. nor follow, d the progress opera public continuously in stock, as
made by the boys :.n' to tie treated to this is the only
SantA Fe Chapter N.
VOR RICNT Two handsomelv
fur- organization in the
a pleasant surprise when
the boys world that plays regularly the year nislied rooms, single
1, R. A. M.
Regular
en suite, w itii
convocation second
bath. Address Box V 2.
Monday of each moali
at Masonic Hall a;
LOST, a small gold,
7:30 p. m.
watch, gold pin attached.
Return to
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
this o'I'rw and receive reward.
H. P.
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
Santa Fe Comir,ander
ng ail modem conveniences, including
No. 1, K. T.
electric, light, steam heat and baths,
Regular
in the First National Bank
building.
Apply to V. M. Jones.
fj&R; .J Masonic Iis.il at 7:5f

University
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X. M.
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HUGH

M. GAGE,

Representative From Eddy County.

Age 36 years.
Born in Texas but. raised in
New Mexico.
Attended first military school
X at Roswell.
Rancher, merchant, banker.
Mayor of Hope.
Mason, Elk.
i

Married.
the eastern slope of the Sacra- mento mountains, lies a mcst beautiful
valley, into which many streams pour
from the mountainsides and foothills
to form the picturesque Penasco.
Here, sturdy settlers have built themselves homes, are cultivating farms,
have created settlements with schools,
churches and all the conveniences
and culture of modern life although
remote from the railroads.
It is one
of the fairest sections of the state, an
Arcadia where peace and plenty dwell.
Among the pioneers of that section is
On

It

One of the brood of children, that
grew up in that household, was Hugh
M. Gage, who represents Eddy county
in the House of Representatives and
does so worthily.
Mr. Gage, while
born in Texas, came with his parents
to New Mexico while he was an infant and grew to boyhood in the Penasco country. He attended the first
military school at Roswell, the predecessor of the present Military Institute. He engaged in ranching and in
j a
Since 1905,
mercantile business.
he has been a banker. Hope, the metropolis of the Penasco country, although a comparatively small town, is
progressive and has incorporated and
Mr. Gage is its mayor. He is a member of the Masonic order and an Elk.
Mr. Gage is married and Mrs. Gage,
although in Santa Fe only a few
weeks, has already made a host of
friends in social circles.
The following is the telegram sent
by Representative Gage's father, relative to Gage county:
Roswell, N. M., April 21, 1912.
H. M. Gage, Care House of Represen-

n

Oliver

Rev. Mr. Gage, who came from Texas
some thirty-fiv- e
years ago and here in
the solitudes founded e home, at the
tatives, Santa Fe, N. M.
With reference to the name of the
Bame time xniniKtering to sonta. A
splendid eulogy on his life was deliv- proposed new county, I appreciate the
ered in the House but the other day honor bestowed upon me by the House
by Representative Rogers, when the of Representatives though the name
House voted to name a new county as selected by the people is a very
to be formed of this Penasco country, appropriate one and Mr. Hinkle should
in his honor. Such was the innate have the honor. Now, it is my earnest
modesty of the aged divine that he request that you immediately recall
immediately telegraphed a message the bill from the Senate and
to that of Hinkle, the original
asking that the county be named Hin- I title.
kle and not Gage.
J. C. GAGE,
,

,
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Closing Quotations.
New York, April 30. Call money
2 34(&3; Prime paper
Silver
;
Mexican dol'ars 68; Copper
Tin 46.15&46.35; Lead 4.10
S3
4.20; Amalgamated
Sugar
129
Atchison ex div. 101
Great
Northern 132;
New York Central
119
Northern Pacific 1211-8- ; RedSouthern Pacific 112
ing 175
Union Pacific 173
Steel 72
pfd. 1131-4- .
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., April
30. Lead
steady, $4.104.12
spelter firm,

44

61-4-

j
!

-

-

$C.75ffi6.85.

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago III., April 30 Wheat
114
July, 111
Corn ;..ay, 80
July
Oats

May,

Pork
Lard
Ribs

May, 19.17
May, 10.85.
i.iay, 10.15.

56

May
78

July,

54

The Convenience of

Post Toasties
Appeals to Most Housewives.
If a supply is kept on hand it can be
Ready to serve instantly.
served for any meal during the day and saves a lot of bother
preparing
fancy dishes.
Post Toasties have a delicious flavor, the crisp bits of toasted Indian
Corn appeal to the entire family, young and old.

" The1) Memory Lingers "
cLLtd

Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Micb.

&.

Davies in "The

Wool.
30. Wool
St. Louis, Mo., April
steady. Territory and western mediums, 1618; fine mediums
1517;
fine, 1015.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., April 30. Cattle
Receipts, 9,000 including 400 southerns. Market strong to 10c lower.
Native steers, $6.358.75;
southern
steers f 5.50(87.80; southern cows and
heifers, $4.256.25: native cows and
stockers an3
heifers, $4.507.75;
feeders, $5.007.25; bulls, $4.506.50;
western steers,
calves, J4.507.25;
C.008.2o; western cows, $4.006.50.
14,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
Bulk of sales,
steady to 5c lower.
$7.657.95; heavy, $7.908.00; packers and butchers, $7.75 7. 95; lights,
7.407.80; pigs, $5.756.75.
'neon Receints.
12.000.
Market
strong to 10c higher. Colorado tanbs,

.

ue

Practice in

muttons,

$5.00

ft 7.25;

M

ers are Invitee

J. D. SENA.

F. W. FARMER
Homesters No.

.

2879.
Brotherhood
of
America" Yeon'
Meets First Friday of the month
at the
Fireman's
Hall. H. Kortuiai,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. ijec. Fred F.
Alalia.

termor.

lambs,

Attnrnsv-at-La-v

yearl$4.00

7.00.

8anta

Santa Fe Camp

M. W. A.
ineets second Tuesday each month, to
cial meeting UJre
at FireTuesday
man's Hall.
Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTTER, OrnsuL
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
13514,

mm

To, N. M.

Chicago.
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Chicago,
April 30. Cattle Re- Land Claim and Contest a
Specialt;
ceipts, 35,000. Market strong. Beeves,
Texas steers, $5.257.35;
$5.75(59.00;
McKEAN 4. CHEETHAM,
western steers $5.65 (ct 7.70; stockers
Attorneys-at-Law- .
and feeders, $4.30ift 6.75; cows and
Practice in all. tn Courts and B
heifers, $2.757.60; calves, $5.00
lore the Interior Department
8.25.
Taos,
New Mexico.
Market
HogsReceipts, 20,000.
slow. Light, $7.45(37.90; mixed, $7.50 Chat. F.
Chas. R. Eaaley
Easdey.
(fj 8.00;
heavy, $7.50 (n 8.00;
rough
EASLEY & EASLFY.
of
bulk
$7.507.00; pigs, $4.S57.10;
Attorneys at Law.
sales, $7.75(57.95.
Practice in the courts ana hsfori
Market Land Department
Sheep Receipts,
IS, 000.
steady to 10c higher than Monday's
Land grants and titles examined.
close. Native, $5.008.()0; western Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office
Etan
(?
$6.50 9.00;
$5.258.00; Yearlings,
cla, N. M,
western,
lambs, native, $6.50 9.60;
$C.5010.25.
H. L. ORTIZ.
Cotton.
Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaNew York, N. Y., April 0 Cotton
Practicing before all the court h
the Territory.
spot closed quiet, 10 points higher.
Middlings uplands, 11:70; middling Santa Fe
New Meslcx
gulf, 11.95; sales, 300 bales.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlln Block
Phone Red 162.

Santa Fe

111.,

WOMEN SHOULD

BE PROTECTED
Against So Many Surgical Operations. How Mrs. Bethune
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.
Sikeston, Mo.

f ered everything.

"For seven years Isuf- I was in bed for four
or five days at a time
every month, and so
weak I could hardly
walk. I cramped and
had backache and

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVERTISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
nient. in 25 leading newspapers' Sun
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.

medicine to ease me
at those times, and said that I ought to
have an operation. I would not listen to
that, and when a friend of my husband
told hm about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I wa3 willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do my own housework,
hoe my garden, and milk a cow. I can
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit when I chooso, and walk as far
as any ordinary woman, any day in the
month. 1 wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girL" Mrs. Dema
Betiiune, Sikeston, Mo.
have taken LyMurrayville, III.
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
for a very bad case of female trouble
and it made me a well woman. My
health was all broken down, the doctors
said I must have an operation, and I was
ready to go to the hospital, but dreaded it
so that I began taking your Compound.
I got along so well that I gave up the
doctors and was saved from the operar.
tion." Mrs. Charles Moore,
No. 3, MurrayviUe, III.

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.

"I

r.

STANDtEY

G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washinecoi
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Offloe iours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. b
Z

tf i

p.

Evenitgs.
Phone Blact

UB.

DR.

J.

47.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

I

to

3

P.

'f)

Camp

No.

R. N. A.

rneete
first Tuesday of eacn
month; social meeting
6673,

third Tuesday at

Fire-

man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
MAGGIE

L. FRIDAY. Recorder.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Iodge No. 259. Holds its
rr
regular meeting on the first
rwWJ Thursday of each month at
Xjitsx Fireman's hall at 7:30p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,

!$Tlll

Secretary.
ODD

FELLOWS,

Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcoma
M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting account of his improved health through
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. After
giving a detailed account of his case,
he says. "I am almost 79 years old
and have spent hundreds of dollars
for medicines, but find that I have
received more benefit from Foley Kidney Pills, than from all other medicines. Further particulars sent on
request.'' For sale by all druggists.

The
Programs
Printing Company have

Commencement

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Rooms 1. 2 and 3.
headache, and was
so nervous and weak Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m
that I dreaded to see
And by Appointment
anyone or have

The doctors gave me

tai

welcome.
CAJtL A. BISHOP.
Exaltsd Ruler.

DiBtri

ia

$7.5010.10; fed wethers and
ings, $5.50S.50; fed ewes,

i

Court k.
wen as before ibe 'iupreme Court i,

Campus."

round without closing.
Cruces,
New Mexico
For the purposes of his tour this
G. W. PSICHARD
year, Mr. Hartman has selected Walter
Attorney and Counsoltor a. Law
De Ieon s new record breaking musPraotlco in all the District Counical comedies "The Campus" and "The ted give
gpeclai ut(inwn to casei
Girl and the Boy". "The Campus" en- before the Territorial Supreme Cour
in OfCc: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fa. N. M
joyed a run of 212 performances
Los Angeles and "The Girl and The
Boy" piled up a record of 72 performCHAS. W. G. WARD,
ances before it had to be removed for
District Attorney for Fourth Judicia
the purpose of making this tour. On District.
will be
Wednesday "The Campus"
Vegas,
New Mexico
played.
HARRY D. MOULTON
$10.10;

jfn,
CO, B. P. O. E. hold
Its regular session or
the second and fourth
of eack
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth-

eeeretary.

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-.tt-La.-

Ferris Hartman and Miss "Muggins"

i

M ft

District.

HOLT

l..t, 1fn,.
Gray has outfitted the boys in. full
dress suits and V. N. M. watch fobs,
and they make a very classy appear
Industrial and
Political Uncertainty
ance on
lhe music is rol-- ,
is Reflected in Wall
licking and many of the songs are po-- !
Street.
lilical, so the trip may be expected to
create ouite a stir. Reports will be
'P Special Leased Wire to New Mexican-Neawaited with interest. Albuquerque
York, April 30. The stock
market was dull and hesitating in the Herald.
early sessions today, evidently awaiting the outcome of impending political Ferris Hartman Coming With His Own
Company With Two Big Shows.
and industrial conditions. By midday
his
When Ferris Hartman brings
almost a score of issueB, some of
minor importance, had risen from 1 to
4 points.
Baltimore & Ohio retained
an early advantage. Missouri Pacific FrrEHCVf GOVERNMENT
'"
STOPS LABOR PARADE,
and Iowa Central preferred recorded
one point gains but the Harriman and
Hill stocks made less headway. Bonds May Day Procession Arranged for Tomorrow Will Be Prevented
were steady. Dullness ensued when
By Troops.
the market commenced to ease off.
Coal stocks were then most affected, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Paris, April 30. The French governReading and Lehigh Valley reacting
a point. Western Railroad shares were ment has decided not to tolerate the
not influenced by the government's May day procession which had been
weekly summary of crop conditions.
arranged for tomorrow by the General
The list receded shortly In the sec- Federation of Labor to start from the
ond hour of the afternoon such lead- Place Vendome. The strictest orders
ers as Reading, United States Steel, have been issued to the troops not to
and Union Pacific falling from one to permit the formation of a procession.
over two points compared with earlier
The set back coin- PREPARATIONS MADE FOR
high quotations.
cided with rumors of a further disTRIAL OF CLARENCE DARROW.
agreement between the railway manbut By Special Leased Wlra lo New Mexican)
agers and locomotive engineers
these were
Los Angeles, Calif., April 30. In
authoritatively denied.
American Smelting was marked up a preparation for the trial of Clarence S.
point in face of the general weakness. Darrow, former chief counsel for the
The market closed heavy. Another McNamara brothers and himself inmoderate selling movement in the dicted on charges of jury bribing,
last hour resulted in narrow declines Arthur Keech, deputy district attorney
to the day's lowest prices with pres- has gone to Chicago to participate in
sure again converging around the lead an examination of the character wit
nesses the defendant will call to hi
ers.
aid.

IN; yo.yiip

Made by Postum Cereal

EDWARD P. DAVtES.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms IT Id
Capital City Hank Building,
Santa Fe, Niw Mexico
Judicial

Santa Fa Lodge

AT LAW.

w

Assistant District Attorney, Fir

MARKET DEALINGS
WERE DULL AND HEAVY,

WW

cretary.
B. P. O. E.

Cfie

i

Ac-ffij-

--

A MOTHER'S CARE.
careful mother will not give her
child a medicine without knowing it
is pure, contains no opiates, and has
Such
healing and curative qualities.
a medicine is Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound for croup, whooping cough,
bronchitis, and all affections of the
throat, chest, and lungs. Best and
safest for children and grown persons. Contains no opiates. For sale
by all druggists.

t:

fS4

FROFESSIDWSL CARDS.

MARKETKEFORT

ft:

Santa FV iodge c!
Pesfectioh
No.
1,
lita
degree. Ancient and
cepted Scottish Rite of
mee' on
.Masonry
lire
the third Monday of each moeth
at 7:30 o'clock in tho evening 14
Masonic Hall, louth side of Plata,
Visiting Fontish Rite Masoni ar cor.
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. CikRTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master,
HENRY I, STEPHENS, 82

g

A

i

W. 11. KENNEDY, E C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Typewriter

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anc repaired. Ne
plateni furnished. Ribbon and gup
plies. Typewrit rg sold, exchanger,
an-- )
rented. Standard makes handled
11
repiiir work and tyi ewnte.-- gua:
inteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
bange. Pboue 23i.

j

TAFT RETURNED FROM
ta, Ga., and attend memorial services
MASSACHUSETTS CAMPAIGN. there for his late aide, Major Archibald W. Butt.
The President was
President Will Leave .Capital .Late Joined at the WTiite House by Senator
Crane of Massachusetts. The two
This Afternoon for Augusta,
were in conference for half an hour.
Georgia.
Later Senator Crane conferred with
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Secretary Hilles and on leaving the
Washington, D. C, April SO. Pres- White House, expressed confidence
ident Taft returned to Washington that President Taft would get at least
ftom his campaign trip to Massachu- a fair representation in the Massasetts shortly gefore 10 o'clock today. chusetts delegation to be selected toHis stay in the capital will be brief, day.
however, as he is scheduled to leave
for Savannah, Ga., late this afternoon.
When Memory Calls, a drama worth
The President will also visit Augus seeing. It's at the Elks' tonight.

Visible

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria'i.
Write to CMAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

'By Special I.easod Wire to New Mexican)
Lisbon, Portugal, April SO. There
are marked indications that the Portuguese monarchists intend to make an-- '
other attempt to seize the northern
province of Portugal according to in
formation received by the government
authorities here. This is assumed to
be preparatory to an effort to restore
the king to the Portuguese throne.

STOCK

W

open-face-

Prepare to Seiz Northern Province
and Restore King Manuel to
the Throne.

.

.

!

PORTUGUESE MONARCHISTS
AGAIN TROUBLE REPUBLIC.
.

Montezuma
Lodgti
No. 1, A.. F. & A. M.
commun.t
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall

M- -

Mayor James C. Danlman, Omaha,
Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy
Mayor" writes of the benefit he derived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." For sale by all

New Mexican

received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and de
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Maks
your selections early.
Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
The New Mexican Printing Company is always prepared to turn out
your brief and transcript work quickly, and at the right price. Give us
a trial.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
,
OFFICE C. Q. M., Chronicle Bldf Sao
Cal . April 1, 1912. Sealeil proposals will
be received here until 11 a. m. May i. 1812. for
furnishlDK foraifA and Ktraw required at posts
In Western Division during fiscal year commencing July 1, IU1& Information furnished on
application here ur to Potst Quartermasters,
and Quartermaiiteni at Seattle. Wash , Portland, Ore . and Honolulu, H. T., and bids may be
received by Post Quartermasters and Quarter-- '
rooster, Honolulu. B.'T. until II a m . Pacific
time, May 1, 1912. F. Vox S CHR ADKK, C. Q 1L
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!TEB SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTS YE.
What is the difference

between

j

THE DISCOVERY

I

OF THE

If. K,

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1912.

; "GOOD BYE STEIN AND
X. M.
A.
James
FAREWtLL FLAGON.'
His
Baird
Sold
Cattle
IDE DAILY
Baird and several others at Alamogor-- I
is interested and should know
abo u the
of
do have sold 350 head of cattle to B. More Than 500 Saloon Keepers
Chicago Will Not Renew
Rutherford.
i
convenient. It
Licenses.
Clannttu Cnrnich.H Rrtrtma fftr Rent
WEATHER FORECAST.
and hav-furnished
Rooms
elegantly
Ask your druggist for it.
Denver, Colo., April 30. New
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
li he cannot supclv
ing all modern conveniences,
Mexico: Tonight fair, colder in
111., April 30.
MARVEL, accept no other?'
Chicago,
Chicagoans
and
hent
steam
electric
light,
mg
send stamp for illustrated
but
north portion, with local frost.
climbing on the "water wagoi) ii) book sealed.
' baths, in the
First National Bank ;are
It gives full particu
M
'
in
cooler
south
Wednesday fair,
nnd directions ...valuableto ladies.
numbers
such
lars
that
saloonislS
to
large
F. Si. Jones.
building. Apply
York1'
NiARDEtCO.
portion.
have begun to notice their daily re--j
His Mexican Sweetheart, a beautiX
X X 3S
off. More than 500
It's ceipts dropping it was declared last MARRIAGE OF W. R. WRIGHT
ful picture taken' in old Mexico.
saloonkeepers,
AND ADRIANE ABLE.
at the Eiks' tonight.
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
nitrht. will nnt ronew their licenses to
Gardenia and Elaine are a sweet, morrow the first day of the second
Latest Styles in made to measure
trarments for women. Insnect them at delicate odor. Ask for them at Zook's quarter, and the chief reason assigned Couple Were, United in Marriage By
the Rev. B. Z. McCollough
j drug store.
the W. H. Goebel Co.
is that men of all classes are drinkLa- Suicide
Attempted
,' :.' Last Evening.
Henry
from
the
Perfumes
in
greatone
down
less.
Over
bar
the
Fragrant
ing
The dude dresses to kill, but the est manufacturers in the world can be beaux fired two shots into his body town district that will not
reopen toFriends were a bit suspicious when
meat man kills to dress!
after trying to kill himself at El Paso morrow hangs this sign:
found at Zook's.
Miss Adriane Able came to Santa Fe
FOR REXT Furnished room with because he had contracted a terrible
last Saturday and they were not surGentleman. Xo. disease in the Red Light district that
bath, electric
"Good-bye- ,
stein and farewell
OnceTfaere Was a Little Calf 142 Marcy St. lights.
prised when the news of their marmade life miserable
for him and
flagon;
riage last night became public. The
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majority
sense.
The polls did not open until after 'en was Defre tne Dar in tne circuit
A clear white liquid for cleansinjr,
noon and as the polls will not close court here today to be tried tor his
THE MAXWELL
until 9 p. m. in these places, definite life for the part he played in the Hills-vill- purifying and healing skin and scaip
court house tragedy March 14. diseases.
PORTFOLIO
results of the contest were not expect-- j
Stops itching or burning instantly;
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of harmoniouscolor comAllen first for the murder of Common- cures eczema permanent.
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Taft 7: Roosevelt 6; LaFollette 1.
We want you to see
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the Maxwell line of
Clark 7; Wilson 1.
Returns in the presidential pri-- j
Spring Papers.
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It comprises a wide range of patterns and prices.
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election precincts, including five small
A rich assortment of colors in the new artistic effects.
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LaFollette 5; Roosevelt 136; Taft 95;
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Clark 11; Wilson 5.
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&
Co
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Roosevelt 437; Taft 3S2; Clark 55;
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The Home of Quality Groceries
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A GREAT

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,
By

'

Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.

,

Tomatoes,

Strawberries,

'

1;
t,f

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,
Green Onions,

Plaza Market Co.

Radishes,
Lettuce,

Spinach,

Mor-iart-

Carrots.

Parsnips,

j

YOUR VEAL

;

y

I

--

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.

'I

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Phone 4.

DOLLARS AND SENSE
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THE JEWELER.
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MEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-cll-

y.

t

the balance wheel trcvc.3 ever htteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch,
Leave your watch with us

ft
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Cut Flowers for All Occasions

Clocks.

If you will consider that the rim of
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Slftl il

E

Watches
and
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Tim? Pieces That Are

Reliable."

Santa Fe Hardware

Clarendon 6arden

Supply

Stand at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

i

SAL hi
WILL LAST UNTIL APRIL 30.
&-4-

W

We have but a few more- davs before the end of the-

B G SALE

GET BUSY and come and save money. Our sale has been
successful from the first day we opened our doors till the pres
ent day, and we are going to make it more successful by giving you
30 HART, SCH AFFNER & MARX SUITS
a square deal. We have
left out of 100, and we are
going to close them out at
What we
$15.50 each.
advertised for $17.50.
25 per cent, discount on
all others during the sale.
O

25

FLORSHEIM SHOES are getting very low;
we have but a few pairs left, so you had
better get busy and come soon or you will loose the

$5.50 and $5.00

opportunity to wear Florsheim Shoes for

.

.

.

.

We have a few yards of Pongee Silk to be closed out

15

,s

at 60c.

Yd.

See our Window Display of Madrasthe finest and the very best goods that are manufactured for the market, for
Waists and Shirts. We are selling these goods at cost for your own benefit, so that you may get in the habit of buying the best. Regular price 75c.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
per yard. To be sold at per yard .

ON ANY SKIRT IN THE HOUSE.

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
'

3.50

J Sf

NATHAH SALMON
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